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A bstract
Cordeiro & Ferrari (1991) use the asymptotic expansion of Harris (1985) for the 
moment generating function of the score statistic to produce a generalization of 
B artlett adjustment for application to the score statistic. It is shown here th a t Har­
ris’s expansion is not invariant under reparameterization and an invariant expansion 
is derived using a method based on the expected likelihood yoke. A necessary and 
sufficient condition for the existence of a generalized Bartlett adjustment for an ar­
bitrary statistic is given in terms of its moment generating function. Generalized 
B artlett adjustments to the likelihood ratio and score test statistics are derived in 
the case where the interest parameter is one-dimensional under the assumption of 
a mis-specified model, where the true distribution is not assumed to be th a t under 
the null hypothesis.
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Chapter 1 
Introduction
1.1 O utline
The likelihood ratio and score statistics are two of the most commonly used test 
statistics in parametric inference. For both statistics there are well-known results 
governing their asymptotic distributions, and considerable work has been done on 
B artlett adjustment of the likelihood ratio statistic, the fundamental aim of which 
is to produce a modified statistic, asymptotically equivalent to the original, but 
having a distribution closer to the asymptotic distribution for small sample sizes. 
Until recently, no such correction procedure was known for the score statistic, but 
Cordeiro & Ferrari (1991) give a modified score statistic which does have the desired 
properties. Unfortunately, there is an error in the asymptotic expansion of the score 
statistic given by Harris (1985), on which their results are based. This does not, 
however, invalidate their method.
All of the work on producing modified likelihood ratio and score statistics has 
been done under the usual assumption tha t the true, underlying distribution of 
the random variables involved was th a t given by the null hypothesis. It is also of 
some interest to consider the asymptotic behaviour of the likelihood ratio and score 
statistics when this is not assumed to be the case.
Chapter 2 gives a brief outline of the derivation of the B artlett adjustment to 
the likelihood ratio statistic, then considers the modified score test statistic given 
by Cordeiro & Ferrari (1991). This correction factor takes the form of a cubic in the 
score statistic, S r  ^ with the coefficients given by the asymptotic expansion of S r . 
This procedure is referred to as generalized Bartlett adjustment. Most of the chapter
is concerned with deriving a correct asymptotic expansion for the score statistic to 
replace th a t of Harris (1985).
Chapter 3 considers general conditions under which generalized B artlett adjust­
ment of a test statistic is possible, and, as an example, considers B artlett adjustment 
of the weighted sum of test statistics for which Bartlett factors exist.
Chapter 4 moves on to consider Bartlett adjustment and generalized B artlett 
adjustment of the score and likelihood ratio statistics when the null distribution is 
not assumed to be the true underlying distribution. Using the results of Kent (1982) 
and his general framework for considering mis-specified models, generalized B artlett 
adjustments are derived for both the likelihood ratio and score statistics when the 
interest parameter in the model is one-dimensional.
1.2 N ota tion
1.2 .1  In d ex  N o ta tio n
If we have an ??%-dimensional random variable Z  with components Z i , . . . ,  then 
we write the linear combination of the Zs with coefficients c^, . . . ,  as
m
é Z i  = Y.<^'Zi. (1.1)
=^1
More generally, summation over any index within an expression which is repeated 
once as a subscript and once as a superscript is assumed, while any index which is 
not repeated is called a /ree index. For example,
m  ra
&i'‘ZiZj = à^'‘ZiZj, (1.2)
i= l  j = l
and A: is a free index.
1 .2 .2  In d ex  n o ta tio n  for a P a rtitio n ed  P a ra m eter
Suppose th a t we have an m-dimensional parameter, 0, with components 0^, . . .  ,0”  ^
and th a t the random variable Z  is a function of 6, so tha t the components of Z  
correspond to the components of 9. If 6 is partitioned into a p-dimensional interest 
parameter, 0 , and a g-dimensional nuisance parameter. A, with p q = m, then 
we may sometimes wish to denote summation over the range of 0  or A only. It is
possible to do this in ordinary index notation. For example, let
e =
= . . . ,  . . . ,  , (1.3)
then if we wish to express
p m
^  E  (1.4)
i = 0  j = p + l
in ordinary index notation we may define as
( 0 P +  1 <  i <  m  
æi = } 0 l < j < p  (1.5)
[ otherwise,
then (1.4) may be written
(1.6)
To avoid defining a large number of new functions and to make the range of 
summation explicit, a new notation is introduced here. Indices 0 i, 02? • • • and so on 
will be used to indicate summation over the range 1 , . . .  ,p, i.e. the 0  part of 9, and
similarly Ai, A2 , .. • and so on will indicate summation over the range p +  1 , . . . ,  m,
i.e. the A part of 9. For example, (1.4) would be written as
(1.7)
The indices 0*, A% should not be confused with the components of the interest 
and nuisance parameters, 0* and A* respectively.
1.2 .3  [ ] N o ta tio n
We will write, for example,
l i^,jl^k,l[^] (1'^)
to denote the sum of all three distinct terms obtained by rearranging the free indices 
within the given partition, i.e.
d" T  l^i,l^j,k’ (f »9)
This may be used as part of a more complex expression, for example 
C^C (7Cij/i:fc,i[6]) — C^C T  Kiikf^ j,l
+  l^ ilf<'j,k +  l^ jkl<'i,l
T f^kl^i,j^ ' (1 .1 0 )
1 .2 .4  O ther N o ta tio n
Terms of the form
for instance, will denote the O {n~^) term of expression x  when dealing with asymp­
totic expansions.
We will also use the convention tha t
E ^ w  =  0, (1.12)
where a is any integer and x  any function.
1.3 Tensors
When we speak of parameterizations of a parametric model Ad, we are implicitly 
considering alternative specifications of coordinates of a point on a manifold. Let 
0 =  (0^ , . . . ,  0*") and T = (W, . . .  , r ” )^ each represent the same point on an m- 
dimensional differentiable manifold, and let
Let
(115)
where each of the indices z i , . . .  , 0 ,  j i , . . . ,  A take values 1 to m, be a real-valued 
function of the m-dimensional parameter 0 with the indices each representing com­
ponents of the parameter. We may also regard this as an (r -{- s)-dimensional array. 
(1.15) is an (r, 5 ) Censor if, under reparameterization, it satisfies
( i.ie )
A (0, 0) tensor is a scalar, (0,1) and (1,0) tensors are vectors. The concept of a tensor 
is very useful when we come to consider the behaviour of asymptotic expansions un­
der reparameterization. For a fuller description of tensors, and other concepts from 
differential geometry as they relate to parametric statistical inference, see Barndorff- 
Nielsen (1986).
1.4 R egu larity  C onditions
In all of the subsequent work we will assume the following basic regularity conditions 
(similar to those in Kent (1982)).
1. The log-likelihood l{9\ x) is differentiable at least four times with respect to 9.
2. The maximum likelihood estimators are consistent - see Cox & Hinkley (1974, 
pp 288-292) for an outline of appropriate sufficient conditions for this.
3. The matrix functions
dl{9\ x) dl{9\ x)
~ d 9
and
can be smoothly averaged at the true value of 9, 9q, as defined by Kent (1982). 
A function d[x\ 9) may be smoothly averaged at 9  ^ if there exists a neighbour­
hood V  of 9q such that:
(a) / d{x]9)g{x) dx  is well-defined and finite for 9 G V,  and continuous at 
9 = 9q;
(b) as M -4- oo
sup I  ôn(9) — J  d{x; 9)g{x) dx : 0 G =  Op(l),
where Sn{9) — n ~ ^ '^d {X j;9 )  with X i ,X 2 , . .. a sequence of independent 
observations from g{x)dx.
In the case of a mis-specified model, we require tha t these functions can be 
smoothly averaged at 9{g) as given by (4.2).
4. The average score function /  - ^ ^ ff(p) dy, where g{y) is the true underlying 
density, is well-defined and finite.
5. The matrices H  and K ,  as defined by (2.46) and (2.45) respectively under the 
null model and by (4.52) and (4.53) respectively under a mis-specified model, 
are positive definite. Kent (1982) points out tha t by definition these matrices 
are positive semi-definite.
6. Under a mis-specified model, for all 0 6 0 , the Fraser information, defined by 
(4.1), satisfies —oo < F{B) < oo, and the value 9{g) which maximizes F{9) is 
unique and lies in the interior of 0 .
7. The existence of all relevant moment generating functions is also assumed.
Where the moment generating function does not exist the derivations may fairly 
easily be rewritten in terms of the characteristic function.
Chapter 2 
B artlett Adjustm ent under the  
N ull M odel
Given observations x  =  {x i , . . .  ,Xn)'^ of independent, identically distributed ran­
dom variables X  =  ( A i , . . . ,  with underlying density g{x) we may commonly 
summarize the data by fitting a parametric model F  — {f {x;6)  : 9 G Q}.  Inference 
about g{x) typically takes the form of a null hypothesis FAo : ^ G 0 0  to be tested 
against an alternative hypothesis H\ \ 9 G 0 \0 o  and two of the most common 
testing procedures are the likelihood ratio test and the score test.
If the log likelihood is ^(^;x) =  lo g /(x ;0 ) and the maximum likelihood estima­
tors of 9 under H q and H\ are 9 and 9 respectively, then the likelihood ratio test 
statistic is defined as
w =  2[l{9\ x) — l{9\ x)] (2.1)
and its large-sample asymptotic distribution under H q is well-known to be where 
d = dim 0 1  — dim 0q.
If we write the score as
and its covariance matrix as
j { e ) =  !  u {e )u {e Y g {x )d x ,  
where g{x) G {f {x\  9) : 9 G 0q}, then the score statistic is
[/(#)^J(g)-^U (^),
the asymptotic distribution of which is also well-known to be Xd-
Thus both the likelihood ratio statistic and the score statistic have asymptotic 
distributions when we make the usual assumption th a t the underlying density, 
g{x),  is a member of the parametric family F,  specifically tha t
g{x) e  {f {x;6)  : d G 00} .
In this case, when we are considering the distribution of the two statistics under the 
assumption th a t the null hypothesis is true, we will say th a t we are working under 
the null model
The use of these asymptotic results in practice depends on having a large value 
for the sample size n, though exactly how large a sample is needed to achieve a 
desired level of accuracy will depend on the model. In many situations, we may 
wish to use a likelihood ratio or score test on a “small” data set; hence we may seek 
more accurate distributional results for small sample sizes. In the cases considered 
here, this takes the form of a multiplicative correction factor for the test statistic 
itself, which results in an improvement in the order of the approximation by the 
X^-distribution.
2.1 L ikelihood R atio  Test S tatistic
2.1.1 B ack grou n d
Suppose we have observations x i , . . . ,Xn of random variables X i , . . . ,  A„, which we 
believe have an underlying distribution from the parametric family
F = { f { x ; 9 ) ; 9 e © } ,  (2.2)
and we wish to test the null hypothesis iJo : 0  == 0o against the alternative hypoth­
esis iJ i : 0  00, where the model parameter 9 partitions as (9^  =  (^0^,A^). Thus
we have a parameter of interest, 0 , and a nuisance parameter. A, the dimensions of 
which we will denote by p and q respectively, so tha t the dimension oî 9 i sp  + q. Let 
the maximum likelihood estimator of 9 under Hq be w ritten as 9 and th a t under H\ 
be written as 9, then the likelihood ratio test statistic, w is given by
w = 2 |/(é ; x) -  l{9‘, x)} . (2.3)
B artlett adjustment of the likelihood ratio statistic produces a statistic with an 
improved approximation to the asymptotic x^ distribution using a simple but very
powerful approach. In outline, the idea is that, given the likelihood ratio statistic, 
w, which under the null hypothesis has a %^-distribution with error of order 
we may write the mean of w as
E(u;) == | l  +  +  0 (n~ i ) .  (2.4)
A naive approach to producing a statistic which is distributed as Xp with a greater 
level of accuracy might then be to consider the modified statistic w', where
îü' =  | l  +  —I  w. (2.5)
The remarkable fact is th a t this multiplicative correction procedure corrects not only 
the mean, but all of the cumulants of tu, so th a t w' has a Xp-distribution with error 
of order 0 ( n “ i),  or in some cases even smaller. This procedure, or perhaps more 
accurately, any procedure asymptotically equivalent to this, is known as B artlett 
adjustment, and we refer to b (or sometimes to the whole multiplicative correction 
factor +  ) as a B artlett factor.
The asymptotically equivalent procedures arise from the fact th a t it can be 
difficult to calculate the mean of w directly, so several different formulae have been 
suggested to calculate a suitable correction factor (see, for example, Lawley (1956) 
and Barndorff-Nielsen & Cox (1984)). For numerical studies of how B artlett factors 
perform in some practical situations, see, for example, Eriksen (1985), Mpller (1986) 
and Hollas (1991).
2 .1 .2  O u tlin e o f  D er iv a tio n  o f B a r tle tt  A d ju stm en t
E xpansion  o f th e  log-likelihood ratio sta tistic
It may be helpful in the understanding of B artlett adjustment in the different situa­
tions described later to have a slightly more detailed account of the derivation of the <
B artlett adjustment to the likelihood ratio statistic under the conditions described 
above. McCullagh (1987) considers B artlett adjustment in the case of a simple null 
hypothesis (i.e. where q, the dimension of A, is zero), but in fact the analysis can 
fairly easily be extended to the more general case. An outline of McCullagh’s very 
thorough explanation is as follows.
We seek an asymptotic expansion for the likelihood ratio statistic in terms of 
log-likelihood derivatives and their cumulants. We write the joint cumulants of 
log-likelihood derivatives for a single observation as
dl
K.
K/i — E
= E
^ijk — E
K,ij =  E
(^;A) =  0, 
(^;A )
(6); A )
Kijk =  E 
etc.
(2 .6)
(2.7)
(2 .8) 
(2.9)
K<j«jb,i[3], (2.10)
(2 .11)
Also, we define the following random variables
dH
dH r { $ ;  X) — UK.V { ■>
Eijk — 77-2
etc.
(^ 0, X) nKijk f ,
(2 .12)
(2.13)
(2.14)
The Zs have been defined in such a way th a t they are all of order 0^(1) and all 
have mean zero, and the Acs have similarly been defined so th a t they are all 0 (1 ), so 
the dependence on the sample size n  in the expansion will be explicit. We seek an 
expansion for w  in terms of these Zs and ks: McCullagh shows tha t
-w
+ n -5
I  ^ ^ZriZ' + I khjZ^Z^)  ( z , i Z ‘ + l:K,iiZ'Z^
+ ^ K ,.tn Z ’-Z’Z^Z'‘ +  +  Op ( n - i )  , (2.15)
where is the (r, s)-entry of the inverse of the covariance m atrix of the score, 
(Kr,a), and Z ” =  K^ '*Z%.
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T he 0-param eterization
As we know th a t w is invariant under reparameterization, we may of course choose 
to work in any parameterization to simplify calculations, and, more importantly, to 
emphasize the underlying structure of the expansions. We can then return to our 
original parameterization if desired. McCullagh introduces a new parameterization 
by defining
P i t  ~  (2.16)
Pstu ~  ^  (2.17)
and so on, and defining a parameter transformation from 0 to 0 in a neighbourhood
of any point Oq by
0 ^ - 0 :  =  (^''_% )(^^_^;)/2!
-  %)/3! +  . . . .  (2.18)
Then, denoting the log-likelihood derivatives in the alternative parameterization by 
Vrj K’s? K'st? etc. we find tha t
14 =  U? (2.19)
Urs — Vrs +  Pls^ i-> (2.20)
Urst — Uat +  (2.21)
and so on. On inverting (2.19) - (2.21) we obtain
=  14, (2.22) 
U . =  (2.23)
Wst =  +  (2.24)
The joint cumulants in this case are denoted by t^ ,., and so on, and we
find th a t the Vs  are tensors and have the property th a t all the covariances of %. 
with the higher-order derivatives are zero, e.g.
^r,st ~  E [WWf]
=  E [U r{U ,t-( t l ,U i)]
11
—  I^r,st
— r>r,st
=  0 (2.25)
and
^ r,stu  E  [V r U tu ]
=  E [Ur {Ustu -  PltUium + P L P iM S]  -  P L U i)]
— I^ r,stu ~  Pst^r,iu[^] +  PstPiu^r,j[^] ~  Pstu^r,i
— ^r^stu  ACj gtAC^ ' AC)',%K [3 ] T  A C / j ^ ^ f / C [3 ] ACj,gttiAC AC?',t
=  0. (2.26)
In general, however, it can be seen tha t V rs,tu  and y r ,s ,tu  are non-zero.
In our expansion for w given by equation (2.15) the expressions for the 0 (1 ), 
0 {n~2 ) and 0{n~^)  terms of w were each (necessarily) invariant under reparame­
terization, but the individual terms, e.g. K ^ s t Z ' ^ , were not. Working in the 0 
parameterization, where we replace all the acs by z/s and redefine the Zs to be
Z,. =  n “ 2 1 4 ,
Z7.5 — 72 2 ÇV)>g 72Z/,.g)
and so on, we have the advantage th a t the individual terms are themselves ten­
sors, thus each term in the sum making up the expansion is itself invariant under 
reparameterization.
T he Eflfect o f B a rtlett A djustm ent
Working in the 0-parameterization, McCullagh shows the mean of w to be 
P
+  2 j  &Z Z/*'  ^ +  —l^ rstu F
4- 0(7%-#), (2.27)
12
which is indeed of the form given by equation (2.4). Hence using the identities
^rst
^ rstu  ~  ^ r ,s ,t,u  Z ^ r s , t o [ 3 ] ,
and defining
we have
b -  ÿ Æ  +  q^ pIs -  ^  i^r,s,t,u -  1^rs,tuM)
“ “  {yi\s,tu +  l r^s,tu) (2.28)z p
To show tha t the corrected statistic, w', given by equation (2.5), has a x l  distribution 
with error of order 0 ( n ” 5), we rewrite w as
w =  +  Op(?2-#), (2.29)
where
H4 =
+7T 2 ^-Z rsZ ^  +  —PrstE^Z^
+ n-'- { l z „ t Z ”Z ‘ +  +  ^ Z „ Z ‘‘Zt
+ — Z„ZtZ„u^‘'‘ +  -Ur,tU^„„,u ’^'‘Z ‘Z'’Z'" 1 . (2.30)
The joint cumulants of the W,. up to order 4 are given by
E(Wp) =  ^n-iu^ti'^'^ +  O i n- l )  (2.31)
COY{Wr,W,) = Vr,.
+0(n -^ ) (2.32)
G\xm{Wr,W„Wt) =  0 { n - i )  (2.33)
Cum(W;,W„W„W'„) =  0 (n -2 ). (2.34)
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As the higher order joint cumulants are of order 0( n~^)  or smaller, the vector 
W  =  {W i , . . . ,  Wp)'^ has, with error of order 0 (n~2 ), a multivariate normal distri­
bution with mean vector and covariance matrix given by equations (2.31) and (2.32) 
respectively. Thus to the same order of approximation w has a scaled, non-central 
Xp distribution, the r th  cumulant of which is given by
2”~ ^ ( r - l ) ! p | l - { - ^ |  + 0 ( n “i). (2.35)
Hence w' — {1 + ~) has a Xp distribution with error of order 0 (n~2 ).
McCullagh points out that, although the formal derivation is quite general, the 
effect of B artlett adjustment in the case of discrete data is not quite so simple as the 
above might suggest. For a discussion of the performance of B artlett adjustment of 
the likelihood ratio statistic in the discrete case, see Frydenberg & Jensen (1989).
2.2 Score Test S ta tistic
2 .2 .1  In tro d u ctio n
Consider now the score statistic for n independent identically distributed observa­
tions, X =  {Xi, . . . ,Xn),
SB =  (2.36)
where, as in (2.12) and (2.9),
i.e. ACij is the (i, j )  element of the covariance matrix, is the (z, j )  element of 
the inverse of the covariance matrix of the score for a single observation, and the 
addition of a tilde indicates th a t functions are evaluated at the point 9, the maximum 
likelihood estimate under Hq. As in the case of the likelihood ratio statistic, the 
score statistic is asymptotically distributed as a Xp for a test of JTq • 0  =  0o against 
H\ : 0  00, where 9^  ^ ~  ^0^, with 0  a p-dimensional interest parameter, A a
g-dimensional nuisance parameter, and p + q = m.  As has been shown previously, 
(see section 2.1.2) we can modify the likelihood ratio statistic, w,  to produce a
14
modified test statistic, ^ j  \  the distribution of which is x l  with error
of order O However, there is no equivalent multiplicative correction factor
for the score statistic (see Harris (1985)).
2 .2 .2  A  G en era lized  B a r tle tt  A d ju stm en t
Although we cannot find a simple multiplicative correction factor of the above form, 
it is possible to find an improved test statistic by a different method. Cordeiro and 
Ferrari (1991) use an expansion derived by Harris (1985) to obtain a modified score 
test statistic which is distributed as a Xp with error of order 0 ( n " i ) .  This modified 
statistic is of the form
= ~  ^7 +  P Sr  +  O'Sr'^} ,
where the coefficients a , (3 and 7  are functions of the joint cumulants of the log- 
likelihood derivatives up to order 4. The idea comes from the asymptotic expansion, 
to order O (n“ ^), for the moment generating function of the null distribution of S r . 
Harris gives this as
M(t )  =  (1 — 2^)  ^ 11 -f- (24?t.) -f- 4- |  4- o (ji , (2.37)
where
l - 2 t
and Ai ,  A 2 and A3 are functions of the joint cumulants of log-likelihood derivatives. 
We can rewrite (2.37) as
M{t)  =
+  (2 4 » ) '' & 3  (1 -  2 ( ) - ^  +  (A2 -  3 A 3 ) (1 -  2 t ) - ^
+  (3 A3 — 2 A2 "h Ai) (1  — 2 t) 2
4- (-42 — A i — -4g) (1 ~ 2t)  ^I 
+ 0  ( » - ')  , (2.38)
from which it follows th a t
+  (24a)"^ {^3Pp+6 (a;) 4- (Ag -  SAg) p^+4 (a:)
4- (3As — 2 A2 -h Ai) pp+2 (a;) +  (A2 — Ai — A3) gp (a;)} 
4-0 (7%-^), (2.39)
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where (x) is the probability density function of S r  and Qp {x) is the probabil­
ity density function of a Xp random variable. Now from the recurrence relation 
Pp+2 (a;) =  xp~^Qp (rr) we have
fsn (^) =  ffp (^) +  -Rq 4“ BiX  4- B 2X^ 4- B^x^^ 4- o{n~^), (2.40)
where
A2 — Ai — A3 
 ’
Q — ^^3 ~  2 A2 4 - Ai 
 ^ 24prz
A2 — 3 A3B2 = 24p (p 4- 2) n  ’ 
A 3
24p (p +  2) (p 4- 4) n *
Cordeiro and Ferrari (1991) use the above results to obtain a modified score 
statistic: their result may be expressed as follows.
P ro p o s it io n  2.1 I f  a statistic S r has a moment generating function of the form  
(2.38) then the statistic Sr given by
S r  =  5'i? | l  — (7 4 - PSr 4- A'S' )^ j , (2.41)
where
"  =  12p(p +  2)(p +  4 )n ’
^
has a Xp distribution with error of order o (?z~ )^.
P r o o f  : see Cordeiro &: Ferrari (1991).
2 .2 .3  B eh av iou r o f  E xp an sion s u nd er R ep a ra m eter iza tio n
We must now consider the expansion (2.37) given by Harris in more detail. In the 
interest of consistency, we follow the notation of McCullagh (1987) as used previously 
instead of the notation used by Harris in his paper: thus the joint cumulants of the
16
log-likelihood derivatives are written as Ky, Kij, and so on, as defined in section 2 .1 .2 . 
Because of the partition of the m-dimensional parameter 0 into a p-dimensional 
interest parameter, 0 , and a ç-dimensional nuisance parameter. A, it is also useful 
in what follows to express the covariance of the score and the expected second 
derivative of the log-likelihood as partitioned matrices, i.e.
K  =
H  = mxm 
Fxijj Hxx
(2.45)
(2.46)
A fundamental property of the score statistic, and indeed of any sensible test 
statistic, is invariance under reparameterization. The expressions given by Harris 
for Ai, A2 and A3 are (correcting a misprint noted by Cordeiro and Ferrari (1991))
Ai =
A,
A3 =
6(ACjj/j -{- k v i ^ j k ) Ci" Tfl
'h6 (/{% jZ: T  2K>rs^ t)0p ÎÏI
4-6(/€^ j& -b
(2.47)
(2.48)
(2.49)
where m*^  and denote the {i,j)  elements of the matrices M  and A respectively, 
defined by
0 0
0
(2.50)
(2.51)
As the score statistic S r  is invariant under reparameterization, it follows th a t Ai,
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A 2 and A3 should also be invariant, but further consideration of equations (2.47) 
and (2.48) show th a t this is not the case as we shall see.
To investigate the behaviour of Ai, A2 and A3 under a change of parameters, 
consider a new parameterization w =  (^, /i) where, in general, (f) — (j>('ip) and p, =  
Denoting log-likelihood cumulants in this parameterization by Kij, 
etc. we have
=  E du)  ^dO
(2.52)
where
Similarly
and, since — — K*j,
but
/ ' - a w ' -
Kijk =  E
E
= E
duj'  ^dd^ '
az (0-,X)
doj^ \ du)3 dO^ae‘ ae* an ■(e-,x) +
(2.53)
where
We also find tha t
aH ’-
duj'auii
l^ijk =  E 801daj^acj^dLO^ (w;X)
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E=  E
dujWu)^ [ du)  ^39'^
a  r  a 6'*' a ^ ' '  a ^ z
ie-,x)
duj^ \ duj  ^du)^ dO^ 'dÔ^  
dff- 00‘ ÿ ’I
(0 ;^ )  + aiau'dui^ ad' ( 0 ;X )
a j^* d(jü^  du)^ 39^'39^ 89^ {e-,x) + d$' 809‘ S0l aw* 3u)^3üj^ 39'^39^ (Ô;X)[3]
a^e' ai
3cj^3uWlü^ 39 '^  ^ ^
and
-  E
E
=  E
8w' aoj} a o j W
aw* 39^
a ^ ""  a z
aw* 39'^ (0-,X)
3(jüj 39^
a ^ " "  a z
3u)^ 39^
a ^ *  a z
3u)^ I 3lü^  39^ (0;X )
{0-,X)
r  8 g ‘ a e "  an a^ e^  ai
\  aw>‘ düj‘ ae*8é>“ '' ' '  8 w w w ' -  ' ■'
Note th a t we may consider 9'''^  as the (r, i) element of an m x m matrix, and denote 
the (i, s) element of the inverse m atrix by w%, where
and
àl =
=  4 ,
1 if i ~  k 
0  otherwise.
Note th a t and a*-^  also transform tensorially i.e.
cüuLü^,rrf^
From these transformation rules it is easy to see tha t A3 is invariant under repa­
rameterization. However, when we consider the effect of a parameter transformation 
on A2, as given by (2.48) we find
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— ^I^i,j,k^r,s,t(^ 'iTl  ^Ul
=  ^2
/  A2 in general (2.54)
Similarly we can show th a t for Ai  as given by (2.47),
Ai  ^  Ai  in general. (2.55)
Thus the expressions for Ai  and A2 given by Harris are incorrect. Unfortunately, 
owing to restrictions on space, Harris’s paper does not include any detail of the 
calculations involved in the derivation of the expressions for Ai, A2 and A 3 , so it 
was necessary to recalculate the expansion in order to find the error. The rest of 
this chapter gives details of the recalculation.
2 .2 .4  B a sic  T aylor E xp an sion s
In order to calculate M (t), it is necessary first to obtain an expansion for S r . A s
before (see section 2.1.2 on the likelihood ratio statistic), for X  =  ( A i , . . . , X n ) ,
consider the random variables %*, Zij, Zijk as defined by (2.12), (2.13), (2.14) re­
spectively. We seek an expansion for S r  in terms of the Zs  and the joint cumulants 
of the log-likelihood derivatives.
Looking firstly a t Z{ and expanding in a Taylor series about the true value 0 we 
find tha t
% =
=  n - i § ( 9 ; X )  + n - H ë - e f J ^ i 0 ;X )
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where
=  Zi i^Zij +  7T.2 n  2(5'^
+  2  (^^ijk +  n'^l^ijk^
+  “  (^^ i jk l  +  '/T'^/^ijklj  ^  4 -  . . .
=  4- 4-
4-ÎÏ  ^ (^-Zijkô^S’^ -f' 0 (n 2 ), (2.56)
ÿ  =  M2(ÿ_^)%
so th a t is of order Op(l). Similarly we can Taylor expand ki j  about 9 to  obtain
0iJ =  « ij +  ( + 1 " +  0 ( n  i). (2.57)2! \ d e ’‘d e ‘
Now using the result that, for m  x m  matrices A  and H,  with A  invertible 
{A +  =  A ' '  - n~iA^^H A~^  + rr '^A-^HA~^HA^^  +  . . . , (2.58)
we find
« K,h3
d  \  ~ 1 1 K,r s,3
( ^ « ‘.«) +  O • (2-59)
2 .2 .5  D ifferen tia tion  o f  T ensors
An ordinary derivative of a tensor in an arbitrary coordinate system is not itself a 
tensor in general. Consider, for example.
d d æ)/(x;6»)dx
A2? ui
■{9\ x) —  (9; x ) f(x ;  9) dx
dl
/ 00*dB’’ 8g)
K'j.ik 4- f^ijk 4- l i^,j,k, 
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(2.60)
■ik.a
which clearly does not transform tensorially. In order to understand properly what 
is meant by differentiation in this context, we must consider covariant dijferentiation 
(for a full account of this in a statistical context see e.g. Murray & Rice (1993)). 
Firstly we define a connection v  as a mapping
V  : % ( M )  X % ( M )  -4  % ( M )
where X (M) is the set of smooth vector fields on the differentiable manifold M , and 
V  satisfies the following:
+  (2.61) 
=  / v x y + ( ; ^ / ) y + P V x ^ + ( ; c p ) z  (2 .6 2 )
for all / ,  £7 G C°°(M ), and X, Y", Z  G X [M ).  Then we note th a t (VxY)^, the value 
of Y % y at p, depends on X  only through Xp, i.e.
(V xT )p =  VXpY (2.63)
and this quantity is referred to as the covariant derivative of Y  along the tangent vec­
tor Xp to M  at p. If w is a cotangent vector (1-form), then the covariant derivatives 
O ÎY  <S> Z  and cu are given by
V x , ( Y ^ Z )  = ( v x ,y )  ® Z  +  y  ® (vxp-^) (2.64)
and
(v x ,w )  {Y) = w ( y ) - w  ( v x ,y )  . (2.65)
Covariant differentiation of higher order tensors is defined in a similar way.
Given local coordinates (0 ^ , . . . ,  (jf^) around p, a connection y  may be completely 
specified by the (upper) Christoff el symbols, F^-, defined as
In coordinate terms, the covariant derivative of a tensor with respect to
may be written as
f) ’'  ^  1 i l  . . . i a  — . . . î r
(2-67)
/3=1
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A flat connection is one for which, in some coordinate system, =  0 everywhere. 
Covariant differentiation with respect to a flat connection reduces to ordinary dif­
ferentiation, as can be seen from (2.67).
In a vector space, there is a unique fiat connection given by F^ =  0 in the 
coordinate system given by a basis. Thus differentiation in any such coordinate 
system will yield Taylor expansions which are parameterization-independent. Where 
we do not have a vector space, differentiation must be handled carefully to produce 
invariant asymptotic expansions. It is not enough to use covariant differentiation, 
as in order to use Taylor expansion, the various terms must be ordinary covariant 
derivatives in some coordinate system and these are not parameterization-invariant. 
The solution is to use a coordinate system based on the expected likelihood yoke (see 
Barndorff-Nielsen (1987) and Barndorff-Nielsen, Jupp & Kendall (1994)).
This is, in fact, the (j5»-parameterization explained previously (see page 11). Work­
ing in this parameterization (where, for distinction, we replace the Ks by z/s), the 
derivatives of the tensors in (2.57) become
d
(2 .68)
since Uijk — ^ikj = 0 . Also,
= ^i,j,ki 4- J^ i,k,ji 4- k'j,k,ii 4- (2.69)
The use of this parameterization in fact simplifies many asymptotic calculations 
(see for instance McCullagh’s (1987) derivation of the B artlett adjustment for the 
likelihood ratio test statistic, outlined in section 2 .1 .2 ).
2 .2 .6  E xp an sion  o f  S r  in  th e  (^^-Parameterization
W hen using this parameterization, we will write (j) = (r, ^), where r  is the p- 
dimensional interest parameter and ^ is the ç-dimensional nuisance parameter, and 
distinguish the new versions of the matrices A, K  and H  by using 4>, r  and ^ as 
sub- and superscripts. The equation (2.59) may now be written as
,7 ’-^ =
23
ri . ~ ~ .
 ^ A^:,a,(6 +  f/f,a,A:6 +
+0(?%-#). (2.70)
Silice (p is the true value of the parameter under the null hypothesis, we have
Y =  (4> — (p)
= 0, for z =  1, . . .  ,p,
i.e. the r  part of 6  is zero. Also
0, for 2 =  p +  1 , . . . ,  m. (2.71)
i.e. the ^ part of Z  is zero. Substituting into (2.56) we have (now using index 
notation for partitioned parameter, see section 1.2.2)
+ 0 { n - i ) .  (2.72)
In order to invert equation (2.72), we use the following result.
L em m a  2.1 I f  we have an invertible function
T{v) =  Ti{v) + ^T 2 {v,v) + i r 3 (w,u,t)) +  . . . , (2.73)
where v G E , for some vector space E, and if we denote the inverse function by 
R{v), where
R{v) = Ri{v)  +  —R 2{v, v)  +  -R s{v , v ,v)  , (2.74)
then
Ri(^) =  TrX%;)
Ri{v,v) =  -T C \T i{T p(v) ,T p{v ) ) )  
Rs{v,v,v) =  -Tp{Ti{Tc'-(v) ,T,-\v),T^\v))).
(2.75)
(2.76)
(2.77)
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isâ
P ro o f: Consider functions T  and R  with
for some spaces E, F  and H, where
T{v) =  T {^v) +  ' T^2 {v,v) +  ^n{v,v ,v)  +  . ..
R{w) — Ri{w) -]r^R 2 (w,w) -{■^R3 {w,W,w)-h . . . 
for V ^ E  and w E F. We can obtain a composition rule 
R(T(v)) =  Ri{Tk{v) + ^Ti(v,v) +  ^n(v ,v ,v )  + ...)
+  2 % (7 i(c ) +  Ti{v) +  -T i{v ,  ?;) +  . . . )
+g723(Ti(w) + . . . ,  Ti(îj) +  . . .  ,Ti(v) +  ...)  +  0 (v ‘*) 
= Ri(T,(v)) +  i  [%(T2 (r,i,))+ % (T iW ,T iW )]
+0(t)^). (2.78)
We may use the above in the case where H  = E  to find the inverse of T, by putting
R(TM ) =  i;,
and matching terms of each order in v. Thus, considering terms of each order in 
turn , we have 
0 {v) :
Ri{Ti{v)) — V 
R iW  =T rX w ), (2.79)
0 {v^) :
^i(T2(?;,?;)) +  %(Ti(?;),Ti(i;)) =  0
=^Ri(w,w) =  - T p ( n ( T p ( w ) , T r \ w ) ) ) ,  (2.80)
0(v^) : 
R^(,n(v, v,v)) +  3% (ri(„), Ti(v, v)) +  % (Ti(f), Ti{v), Ti{v)) =  0, 
R3{w, w, w) =  -T r \T i {T rK ^ ) ,T r \w ) ,T , - \v j ) ) )
+ 3 T p iT i {T { \w ) ,T p{T i (T p{w ) ,T r \w )) ) ) ) .  (2.81)
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To apply Lemma 2.1, we consider and as vectors. Using the notation
[Ti(5^)]^ for the ith. component of the vector-valued function Ti and so on, and
comparing (2.72) with (2.73), we have
(2.82)
(2.83)
[7),(à(,â(,â()](, =  (2.84)
T f  ^  is the m atrix inverse of -+- n~^Z^^. Thus, using (2.58) we have 
[R x{Z^)f =
+ O p (n -i)  (2.85)
[R ,{Z ç ,Z ç ) f  =
- n - ‘
+Op(Tt-#) (2.86)
[ R , { Z ç , Z ( , Z ç ) f  =
-  3 6 a î V f o f 3 j ,6 f » ï ' > % 6 Î ‘ f^
+ 0 „ (n - i) ,  (2.87)
where jg the (^15^2) entry of the partitioned m atrix
0 0
0B  =
Hence we may write explicitly in terms of the Zs as
1
+ „ - i  {  _
(2 .88)
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% 6 6  %  6^'(' %&6.6(=^'
+ 0 ( n " i ) .  ( 2 . 8 9 )
Now using (2.71) in (2.36) we have
SR =  Zr,P^*''*Z,„ ( 2 . 9 0 )
and substituting (2.89) into (2.72) and (2.70) we have
+ n - i  { -  2 ^.(3)
~ l  -  ’^ r .üu)
{ (Z n e  -
+ J 6(=kZ(36( '( 'Z ( ,6(=(=%
+ ^  (^T.66('('Z&(3 -  Z .,ü )  6f»«Vç3j3j„è«“f'%6f=«^}
+ 0 ( n '# )  (2.91)
and
z/n , T 2  _  , ,T l ,T 2
+ n  ^ { — ^ 2,a  j
(6ft«’Zfe£36f=«.% -  i6f«=i^3j3j36&f»%6î.«»Zf3) I
1 T é  I+  ~P ’ {k'^ i,4>2, l^ù 4~ ^«7’1)?1102^2 4” ' ^ 2,Cl,^ 1^2 II27
+0(yz-#). (2.92)
Note tha t the first order term in the expansion for Zr is of the form
Z.T -  (2.93)
which we may regard as a “horizontal” component of Z^. To see the reason for this 
interpretation consider
~  ^n.?3 “
where is the (^1,^2) entry of the partitioned matrix
0 0A  =
as before (see (2.50)). Hence
E  [ ( Y r i  -  Cl %  )  % ]  —  ,Cs “  ^T1 ,Ci 4 s
=  0, (2.94)
i.e. the first order term of Zr is orthogonal to Z^, the “vertical” component of 
the score The higher order terms in the expansion for Zr contain analogous 
expressions, so we introduce a more concise notation by writing
Zhi =  Yri — T^iCi^ ^^ ^^ -^ Cs (2.95)
^hi^i — ^TiCi — T^iC2^^^^^%Ci (2.96)
^^ iCiCz T^iCiC2 “  ^nCs^  ^  ^ C^-iCiCs? (2.97)
and then, in order to maintain the pairing of indices in the index notation, we 
introduce the convention th a t /i as a superscript denotes summation over the range 
1 , . . .  ,p, i.e. over the range of indices corresponding to the interest parameter. We 
may therefore write, for example, the first order term of S r  as
= (Zr, -  (Zr, -  „,3(3 6 6 ( . '% )  . (2.98)
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Combining (2.91) and (2.92), the full expansion for S r  may be w ritten as
'S'A =  5'o +  +  0(?%-#), (2.99)
where
So = (2,100)
(2.101)
A  .*3 % &(. 6^ '^ = '/* "* '%  %  Zu.Zk,
X(sZi,ZhiZh2
-  g %3(.6(3 &('(' 2/.. %  %
"6W4 5^'^' %  %
.^ 6 % . (2.102)
2 .2 .7  T h e M om en t G en eratin g  F u n ction  o f  %
We now wish to obtain from this expansion of S r  an asymptotic expansion for
the moment generating function, M s^(t), of S r , in order to calculate the the correct
expressions for Ai, A 2 and A3 . The only random variables in the expressions (2 .1 0 0 )
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- (2.102) for the components of S r  are the Zs.  We may define a vector Z as
— (Yl, . . . , Zrn-)
E\\, • • • 5 Z\xn  ^• • • 5 Yml) ■ • • ) Ymmj
^111 ) • • • ) ^llm> • • • 5 ^mml) • • • ? E.fnmm)• (2.103)
In order to find
M sM  = E ,
we find an approximation to fz {x ) ,  the density function of Z up to order 0{n~^).
The Edgeworth expansion for the density function of a variable X , having its 
r th  cumulant of order 0(n^~i ) ,  is
fx { x )  = (j)[x]ri) {l  +  Q3 + Q 4 X O { n ~ ^ ^  (2.104)
(see, for example, Barndorff-Nielsen, Blæsild, Pace & Salvan (1991, section 12.1)). 
Here p is the covariance matrix of X , and are the third and fourth order 
cumulants of X , having elements and respectively, and Qz and Q4 are
given by
(2.105)
Q4  (a;; ??) +  ??). (2.106)
Summation is, of course, over all of the terms in X , i.e. from 1 to d if X  has dimension 
d. The terms hijki and hijkimn are covariant Hermite polynomials given by
hijk{x\r]) = XiXjXk -  Xiiy^k[% (2.107)
/i#f(a;;?7) =  (2.108)
~\'XiXjT)k^ irirn,n\flS\ , (2.109)
where pij  is the (z,j)-element of the inverse of the covariance m atrix 77 and Xi =  
PijxK Clearly Qz{x\ff^^) is of order 0(n~ ^) ,  and is of order 0{n~^).
Note th a t here we replace the x^ by Zi, Zij, etc., so we use the version where Qz
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and Q4 are defined in terms of the contravariant Hermite polynomials, i.e.
Q 3 (a : ; ? 7 (3 ) )  =
=  X^X^X^  ~
and so on, with a;* =  rf'^Xj.
Now we write the covariance m atrix of Z as
(2 .110)
(2 .111)
y
V^ 3
Wl F22 F23 
F31 F32 V33
(2 .112)
where Vii is an m x m submatrix, V12 is an m x iri  ^ submatrix, and so on. In the 
usual way, we write the inverse as
=
y l l  y l 2  y  13
y 2 1  y 2 2  y 2 3
y 3 1  y 3 2  y 3 3
(2.113)
We will also write z for the observed value of Z and 1/(3) and z/(4) for the third and 
fourth order cumulants of Z respectively. Note tha t the m atrix V  considered in 
more detail is
V  =
I ' l l ^ l,m ^1,11 ^ l,m m ^1,111
k'm,l k'm,m ^ m ,ll ^ m ,m m ^ m ,l l l
^11,1 ^11,m ^11,11 ^11,mm ^11,111 k'll^mram
^ m m ,l ^m m ,m m ^ m m .ll l ^m m ,m m m
^111,1 ^111,m ^111,11 ^lll,77im ^111,111 ^^lll,7?imm
.  ^mTnm,l k'm m m ,!! ^m m m ,m m ^ m m m ,ll l
Wi 0 0
0 V22 F23
0  V 32  V 33
by equations (2.25) and (2.26).
Using (2.104) we have, integrating over all possible values of Z,
■^Sn(i) = J  27rU | i  +  Qg (z; 1/(3)) +  Q4 (z; z/(4))} dz
+  0  (n -# )
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(2.114)
{ l +  Qa (z; 1/(3)) +  <34 (z; < /(4 ))} dz + 0 ( n  2 ) 
=  J \ 2 v V  | l  +  n - iS i ( z ) t
+ ?% ' ;(S 'i(z))V  +  S'2(z)t j { l 4 - Q 3  (z;i"(3)) + ^ 4  (z;^(4))} dz 
4 -0  (?%"#)
{ l 4- [n~^Si{z)t 4- Qz (z; z/(3))]
4- j^n~^i(5'i(z))V  4 -n“ ^52(z)i
4-n~^5i(z)03 (z; 1/(3 )) t +  Q  ^ (z; 1/(4 ))]}  dz 
4-0 (n -# ) , (2.115)
where Sq, Si and S 2 have been written explicitly as functions of z for clarity. Now 
5o(z) =  {Zr, -  {Z ^  -  ,
in index notation, which we may write in matrix notation as
So(z) =  [ Z J  Z J ]
= [ z ^  z J ] m ■ Yr
■ z ,  ■
where M  is defined in (2.51). Now if we define a partitioned m atrix U by
[/ =
M O O  
0 0 0 
0 0 0
(2.116)
(2.117)
then we may write (2.115) as 
I 2 7 r y
I 2 7 r W  r
27TW
{ l 4 - [ n  2 5^(z)t 4-Q 3 (z;^{3))]
4- |^ n“ ^i(S'i(z))^t^ 4 -n “ ^52(z)t 
4 -n“ 2 5^(z)Q3 (^ z; z/(3)) i 4 -Q4 (z;
4-0 (?%-#) ,
where the m atrix W~^ is given by
W~1 ^  y - l  _  2tU
= V ~ \ l - 2 tVU).
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dz
(2.118)
(2.119)
Thus to find Msji{t) we must find the expected value of
P (Z ) — 1 +  2 +  Q3 ^Z; i/(3)^|
+  [ n - 'i ( 5 i ( Z ) ) V  +  n -'S 2 (Z )t
-\~ n 2 S'i(Z)(53  ^Z; z2(3)  ^ t  +  Q4 (^ Z; Z/'(4)^
where Z has a multivariate normal distribution with covariance m atrix W. 
Considering W  now in more detail, we see that
(2 .120)
-1
w  =  ( 7 - 2 ^ y c / ) - V
I  -  2tV iiM  0 0 
0 J O  
0 0 /
{ I - 2 tV i iM Y ^  0 0 
0 7 0
0 0 /
y
■ Kii 0 0 ■
0 W2 K23
0 F32 F33 _
Also
ATr,r
7 4 ,T K UV \iM  =
and if we now use the identities
(2 .121)
(2 .122)
H u  =
and so on, we have
Clearly
{ V n M f  = VnM ,
SO, for small values of | i |, we have
00
( / - 2 t y u M ) - '  =  I  + Ÿ ,{2 ty{V k iM ) '
r = l
=  I  + V u M Y ^ { 2 tY
r —l9f=  I  +  V n M ^ ^ ,
(2.123)
(2.124)
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thus we may write W  as
W ^ V  + 2 tl ~ 2 t
Substituting
I 27ry 
I 27tW  I":
ViiMVii 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
I 2 7 r y  I
(2.125)
127ry r ^ i  ( I - 2 t v u y ^  I " 
I I  -  2tVU  |“ 2
I I  -  2 tV nM  \~i
(1 -  2 t ) I  2 tK r,(Kyl  
0 I
into (2.118) we obtain
(2.126)
(2.127)
where Z ^  M V N { 0 ,W ) .  Calculating (t) directly in this way is complicated 
it is easier to proceed as follows.
Taking
d ~ 2 ti - 2 r
we have, for | t |<  ^
t = d2(1 T  d)
2  oo
and 1 OO
^ 7—2
(2.128)
(2.129)
Substituting (2.128) and (2.129) into (2.120), we have
_ EM % (t) =  ( l - 2 t ) - = p  +  E
+  E
u - ' % S i ( z )  E  +  <33 ( Z ;  1 /(3))
r = l
oo
n - ( % ( Z ) ) ' ^ ( - l ) " ( r - l ) d ^
r=2
oo1 
+  M - '- % ( z ) E ( - i ) '+ " < r
^ 7=1
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+  n  2 -^Si{Z)Qs (z; (—
r = l
+  Q 4 ( Z ; î/(4))]}. (2,130)
where, again,Z ^  M V N { 0 ,W ) .  In general, for a variable W  ~  M V N { 0 ,V ) ,  the 
even moments are
E {X iX j)  =  Vij,
E {X iX jX kX ,)  = VijVki[3l 
E {X iX jX kX ,X ^ X „ )  =  VijVkiVmn[i-5],
and so on, and the odd moments are ail zero. Thus the O term of Msj^{t)
is zero, and from (2.125) and (2.127) above we can see th a t the O {n~^) term  of 
Mg^(t) is a polynomial in d. Using Harris’s notation, and noting th a t Mg^(O) =  1, 
we may write
^ S j iY )  — (1 “■ 2it)  ^ ^1 T  2 Y 1 ^ 2 ^^ +  Agd^ +  A^d^ +  .. .^ j’ +  O 2  ^ .
(2.131)
From this we find
E ( %
E(^^) p‘^ + 2 p + Y  + = ( ^ 1  +  .^2)6 n 3n
E (% )3 \  _  „,3p  +  6 p  +  8 p  4 - p ^ A i  , 3 p A i  _ p A 24n + 2n + n
+ ~ ( A i  +  4 A g  A  2 A 3 )
and, in general,
(2.132)
(2.133)
(2.134)
H S r ) =  n ( P  +  2 * - 2 )
k—1
E ri2 4 n ^  ( r - ; ) ! II { p  +  2 k  — 2 )Jc—j  +  l 2 'A j .
Now, from equation (2.99), we can see tha t
E (% ) =  E [5o(Z) +  n~^Si{Z) +  , r ^ g 2 (Z)] +  O (» -* )  .
(2.135)
(2.136)
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We have
E(YyXg) — l^ r,si
E{ZrZsZt) = n~^Vr,s,U
Ei^Z^ZsZiZxi) — Tl Vr,s,t,u 4" 7
E{^Z^ZsZiZ^iiZ^ifj — n  ^iyr,s,t,u,v 4~ Tl  ^ [ l0];
E ( ^ Z r Z s Z t Z i i Z y Z Y  "  "kl iyr,s,t,u,v,w  4 ~  Tl [ 1 ^ ]  T  ^  [ 1 6 ]
4“l/'7',sï^ t,M^ v,îz;[l5] 5
and so on. Note also tha t
— E ~  YgiCl) ( ‘^ '^ 2^ 2 ■“ ^ T s C s -^^ 6(2) ]
“  E [( “^TiCi “■ T^i,^ 3<3^ ^^ ^Yc4Ci) (^fzCa “  ^T3,CG-^CoCa)]
=  T^iCi ,T2C2 ~  T^i ,C3®^ ^^ ^^ C4Ci ,'T2C2
C^6C2,nCl "I T^2,C5^  ^  ^ C^4Cl,C6C2>
where is, as before, the (^1,^2) entry of the matrix A  given by equation (2.50). 
Using the above and noting tha t i^hu i^ =  0  (see equation (2.94)), we find tha t
E(6'j%)
+M-2
T  2 ^ (^01^ 2,C1C2 "b k'4>i,^ i,(f>2^2 “b <^^2,Cl,(^ lC2 "b <^pl,<l>2, l^, 2^ )
()ClC3()C2C4^ 2^,/t2
+0 ( n ' t )  (2.137)
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+ n“' ft,,(.2
+  2j2'u.'*3aft«Vft,.„fc„5,
+  !/'“ ’'•“ </«3,e4,/.2
4" 2^ ^ 0 ~ fÿl, l^,ÿ2^2 "b (^p2>U>4‘lU A  </^ l,^2, l^.?2)
a«l6  «5(4 !/(,_(„ %1 ,,.2
+  i! / '“‘’'*Vh,Jj52“ ‘^ ’^‘«^ "^ "</).2fs£6“ '^^’“ *^^® (I'5,(4‘/£7.Î8[3])}
+ 0  (n 't )  (2.138)
Consider now terms of the form where NhT^ h2i represents any product
of the 1YS involving the subscripts hi and /%2 ; and any other indices. We can see tha t
- < / n , £ i a ( ' ( ' % T 2 f  -  !/72,£3«^®^'‘ .^ t i£4£
+Vr, ,£. </ra,£3«^ ®^ '' % £4/)
=  (2.139)
where is the (0i,</>2) entry of the matrix M  defined by equation (2.51). Sim­
ilarly,
— </  ^ (^T1T2/ — N^2r2l)
+J/«4'/4 (iV,.i£3/ -
= U'*’'* (%,T27 -  </T,,£,a^ ‘ ®^iV£2T2/
-®^® ‘^‘"£4,75^n£3/ +  «^ ®^‘‘</£4,r2'/n.fi“^'^®%£3/)
=  (2-140)
Terms of the form may be written as as all the terms of the
partitioned m atrix A not in the (^,^) partition are zero. Using these results we can 
rewrite (2.138) as
E{Sr ) — p
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1"b 2 (^ </'l.<i^ '2,03^ 4 "b (^j>ï,4>z,4>2<l>i "b k'(f)2,(f>2,(f)\4>A “b k^(pl,(l)2,(f>3,<l>4)
<l>l<pA ^4'2<f>5 r,4>34>6 1
+ 0  (n “ 2)
/
(2.141)
Comparing (2.138) with (2.135) where r =  1, noting tha t i^ 4>^(t>2<t>s =  — and
noting that, since all of the summations are from 1 to m =  p +  g, i.e. over the full 
range of (p, the expressions may be written in ordinary index notation, we have
Ai ~  1 2 h>rs,tuTrf^a^ ''
+6 Yr,s,tu T  l r^,s,t,u) TIT Cl 
+36z/,.,s,f„a’’b7i®“
In order to calculate E (% ) for r  >  2, we need the following result.
P ro p o s it io n  2.2 I f  the indices A, 22, • • • ioke values 1 , . . .  ,p and
(2A;)!'
(2.142)
f { r)  =  nk=l
3{r)  =  n
y*2Jb-l.*2fc
/2Jk-l,*2t
nd=i Z2j-l,Ï2j 2k/c!
I/, nk=l n,^2,^3M 11 ^^2t-l,*2t k=3 (2r)!
h{r) =  n  ^h,i2 .i,''UMM n  ''hk-iMk&=1 V k=4
2 ’-H \{ r  -  2)!
(2r)!
,2<-2(3!)‘'( r  -  3)!.
(2.143)
(2.144)
(2.145)
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then
/ ( r )  =  J { { p  + 2 k - 2 ) , r  >  1,k-l 7 \ r
9{r) J J (p  +  2/c —2), r  >  2,k—3
o 1 I I ( P  +  2 * - 2 ) ,  r > 3
*5,76
(2.146)
(2.147)
(2.148)
6=4
P r o o f  : Beginning with / ( r ) ,  we have
/(I)
/(>•)
*1,*2
P (2.149)
/ I , *2 , , * 2 r - 3 , * 2 r - 2 , , .  . . , / 2 r - l , * 2 r ,*^1,*2 • * • ^*2r-3,*2r-2  ^ ‘^ *2r-l,*2r
_ |_ ^ * 1 ,* 2  j ^ * 2 r - 3 , * 2 , ’- 2
,Z/ Z/(;
(2r -  2)1
71 ,*2  • • • ‘^ 7 2 r - 3 ,7 2 r
^72r-l,*2r^
7 2 r - l , 7 2 r - 2
=  / ( r - l ) ( p  +  2 r - 2 ) ,
_2^-i(r -  1)!
( 2 r -  l )(2r) _
2r J
therefore
Similarly,
/ ( r )  =  n  (p +  2 A: -  2 ) , r > 1 .
f c = l
5(2)
g(r)
7 1 ,7 2 ,7 3 ,7 4
y  1 ,7 2  ^ 7 2 r - 3 , 7 2 r - 2
(2.150)
(2.151)
(2.152)
71,72,73,74^ 75,76 ' ' ' 7^2r-3,72r-2 ( 2 r - 2 ) !
r - 2
_ | _ y i , 7 2  y 2 r - 3 , 7 2 r - 2
2’-34 !(r -  3)! 
( 2 r - 2 ) !
27-34! (r _  3)!_
72,—  2 ,7 2 r —1
(2r —1)(2?-) r
2(r -  2) r - 2
g ( ' ' -  l)^r%-^(P +  2 r - 2 ) , (2.153)
SO
g(r) =  P ( p  +  21, _  2), r > 2 ,  (2.154)
^ 6=3
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and 
h(3) =
h{r) = t^ i.A Âk Âq * * * î^ 'i
(2.155)
(2r -  2)!
7l,72,73'"^74,75,76''^77,78 * * " ‘'^72r-3,72,--2 27-3(3!)'^(r -  4)!.
,^ 2r — 1 i^ 2r"v,^7 2 r -l,7 2 r 1—  3
_j_yi,72 _ _  ^ j^72r-l,72r
.i.a . .0 .0  * • •* * '  ' ^ ^ 2 r - 3 j ^ 2 r
(2r -  2)!
,2’-3(3!)^(r -  4)!
V . [ 2r(2r - 1 )  rI 2 r _ l , * 2 r _ 2  ^ 2(r -  3) T -  3
r/i(r -  1) - — -  (p +  2r -  2)
so
6=4
From Proposition 2.2 we find tha t 
E(5S)
{2 r)\
yh\.,h2 yh2r-l,h2
^^61,62 • • • ^h2r-l,h27'
+  n
2^r!
1 \ f (2r)! 11 ^/ll,/72,/l3 ,6 .4^ /75>/76 • • • ^ h > 2 r ~ l , h 2 r 27-^4!(r -  2)!
T  [ 62,63 ï^ /14,65,66^67,68 • • • k'h2r-l,h2T
{2 r)\
,27-2(3!)^(r -  3)1.
+0 (n ' i )  
n ( p  +  2 fc -2 )
6=1
+ n - S y * ’'‘=u>'*‘’'“ U k , M A , A / - Y ^  n  (P +  2* -  2)
I ^ 6 = 3
_|_ ^ ^ ^ /ll,/7 2 ^ /7 3 ,/î4 ^ /7 5 ,/7 6  Q j j h l , l l A j y h 2 , h 5 j j h 3 , h Q ^
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(2.156)
g I n(P + 2f c - 2), r > 3. (2.157)
O
n  (p +  -  2)
^  6=4
and
+ 0  (n  2 j  , r  >  3,
E K )  =  p(p +  2)
(2.158)
+ 0  ( n '^ )  .
Also, by analogy with the expressions in Proposition 2.2 it follows tha t
(2.159)
,6.2^63,64 • • • ^62r-l,6.2r 
2jyhl,]l2 j^ ClCa jyhsJlA jyll2r~l,h2r
(2r)!
( <//ll£l,£2A3</<,3)ft4 ■ ■ • 7'ft2r-l,<42r
2’-(r--l)! 
(2r -  1)!
_2’- i ( ,- - l ) !_
A /^73r_l,/l2r
/  ( 2 r  — 1 )!
I ^C3 ,C4 ,62^63,^4 • * • k ' h 2 r ~ l , h - 2r _2’- i ( r - l ) !
.2i— 1 ,<42r jy
( 2 r  -  1 )!
3! 2’- 2 ( r _ 2 ) !
A O  ( n - # )
1 rn“ 2 I ] lC P  +  2 k - 2 )
I 6=3
(r -  1) n  (p +  2^ ; -  2)
6=3
_  2 y * ’'‘*b(‘^*UHUubM i l i p  +  2 k - 2 )
6=2
+  </'‘”'‘®6^ '^ ®6^ ®^“l/<.,(,£2Î/£3.£4./.2 f l ( p  +  2 k - 2 )
6= 2
( r - l ) n ( p  + 2f c - 2) |
6= 3  /
A O  , r >2
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(2.160)
k'h\,h2 ' ’ • k^ h2r~l,h2r (2r)!2^!
(2r)!
27r!
(2r)!'^h\,h2 • ■ • I^l2r-l,k2r 2^r\
(2r -  2)!^63,64 • • • k^ h2r~l,h2r
+  ^/igr-l.kgr
(^ £3i£4</(7,(8[8]) (<//ï3,/l4 ■ ■ • **h2r-l,h2j ( 2 r - 2 ) !
+ 0  (ra“ ^)
6=2
I I  ( p  A  2 & — 2 )
6=2
+  </'“ ’'^ ‘ l'£l,(.l>25 '^^®‘'^ "''^ ®l/(3,,t8,.^ 4i'^ ®^ ‘'l/‘^ '‘’'*®<'£2,f4i//ll,<>2
n ( p + 2 f c - 2 )
6= 2 ï’—1
6=1
+  (%.(4%,(3[3])
r - 1
E ( s y ^ s ^ )
H ( p  +  2f c - 2 )
6=1
+ 0  (n"^) , r > 2
i^hlM ■ ■ ■ %2r-l,A2.
(2 .161)
(2r)!
2’'r!
+4î3'>l.<*2je,(2,,(.3.).4j,£3£4j,l.5A6 Vh2UMh''U,U
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^h2,h4^ hs,hQ • ■ * /^12p—l./ï2r (2 r  -  2 )!2 * - i( r - l) !
(2 r -2 )!  
2 ' - i ( r -  1)!_3 ,^4 ^^7 ,^8 [^ ] )  I ^h2,ll4:^h5,hQ • • • ^ / l2 r - l  ,/12t'
{^hiM^hsMi^]) %% (p 4- 2A; — 2)
k= 3
k=2
{'^ (3,(4%,(8[3|) n  (p +  -  2)
k=2
+ 0  (» -') , r > 2. (2.162)
Now, for r > 2,
E ( s y  =  E (S ;)+ n -ÎÆ (S ’o-iSi) 
+ n -i {rE (55-^52) +  r(r -  1)E (SJ-'S?)}
+ 0  (»-#) . (2.163)
Substituting (2.158) to (2.162) into (2.163) we have, for r > 3,
E ( s y  =  n ( P  +  2A^-2)
k = l
- \ - n ~ ^  I -l)n(p + 2A ;-2)
I ^ &=3
+  ('|i/'*i.'‘v'**’'*V'‘'-'‘® +  i2'>i.'‘v'*^.'*V'*=''*») Pk4MM^h4MM
r
r ( r  — l ) ( r  — 2) J J  (p +  2A: — 2)
fc=4
+  (ZZ«i,.^ 2,£iÇ2 +  2z/,ÿl,(l,*2(2 +  Z'^ .1,(62,Î1,«2)
'''*'''"%.(4%i,k2'' n  (p +  2Â; -  2)
k=2
r
r Y l (p + 2k — 2)
k=2
+ n  (P +  2fc -  2)/e=2
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+  (% ,(4% .ü[3])
r
r  n  (p +  2/c -  2)
k= 2
r
- l ) J l ( p  + 2 k - 2 )
6=3
+  -  1) (p +  2A -  2)
6= 3
+  z/"' '*  Z.£. 1/^ = ''"z,""'" %
r
r ( r  -  1) J J  (p +  2A: — 2)
6=3
-  n  (P +  2^ z -  2)
6= 2
_l_ n  ( p  +  2A: -  2 )
6=2
î ' ( z ' - l ) n ( P  +  2 * z - 2 ) | .  (2.164)
6 = 3  J
From (2.158) to (2.162) and (2.135) we find
Ag =  ^i'r,s,t,um''^rn^^
(2.165)
. (2.166)
Finally, from (2.164), (2.165), (2.166) and (2.135) it follows tha t
Ar = 0 f o r r > 4 .  (2.167)
Rewriting (2.142), (2.165) and (2.166) in a general parameterization, we have
Ai — 12 {^ t^ ij^ kl “  ^ ’ l^m,ijl^n,kl) ^
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+6/<w,kKj,m,na'^?7t'^^a"'" (2.168)
Ag =
(2.169)
A 2 K ij^ kK 'i,m ,n 'm " ^ rn ^ '^ m ^ ^ .  ( 2 . 1 7 0 )
These expressions can be seen to be invariant under reparameterization.
2 .2 .8  E xam p les o f  B a r tle tt  A d ju stm en t
Some examples of generalized B artlett adjustments are given by Cordeiro & Ferrari 
(1991), using the expressions for ^i,A g and A3 derived by Harris (1985). As we have 
shown here tha t the expressions for Ai and Ag given by Harris are incorrect, it is of 
interest to reconsider these examples.
Cordeiro and Ferrari discuss two special cases: a one-parameter model, and a 
model with two orthogonal parameters. For the one-parameter model, under a 
simple null hypothesis, they note th a t Ai =  0  and derive a simple expression for 
the improved score statistic in terms of skewness and kurtosis of the to tal score
function. This expression is correct, as the expression given by Harris for Ag and
th a t given by equation (2.169) are equal in this case. In fact this is true for any model 
under a simple null hypothesis. To see this, note tha t the m atrix A is zero in the 
case of a simple null hypothesis as it depends only on the cumulants of derivatives 
with respect to the nuisance parameters. From this it clearly follows th a t Ai =  0 ,  
while equation (2.169) for Ag and equation (2.48), which gives the expression for Ag 
derived by Harris, both reduce to
A g  =  ( 2 . 1 7 1 )
The second case which Cordeiro and Ferrari consider, th a t of a model with two
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orthogonal parameters where one is a nuisance parameter, is more complicated. 
They derive general expressions for Ai, Ag and A3 in this situation, and then apply 
these to several examples. The details are somewhat complicated, but after some 
algebra it is possible to  show th a t the expressions given for Ag and A3 are correct, but 
th a t given for A% is incorrect. As a specific example, we can look at the first model in 
Table 2 of Cordeiro & Ferrari (1991), namely the normal distribution parameterized 
by mean, / i ,  and dispersion, where we test the null hypothesis Hq : cj) = with 
unknown mean. Cordeiro and Ferrari note that, given independent observations 
y i , . . . ,  j/n from this distribution, the score test statistic is
^  (?/i — F)^} , (2.172)
and they give the improved score statistic as
%  =  %  1 1 -  ( 3 3  -  34%  +  I . (2.173)
Using equations (2.168)-(2.170), we find tha t the correct expression for the improved 
score statistic is
=  '5'æ 1 1 — ( —165 — 34Sr +  4Sr  ^| . (2.174)
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Chapter 3 
Generalized B artlett A djustm ent
3.1 C onditions for G eneralized B artle tt A d ju st­
m ent
In this section we derive a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of 
a generalized B artlett adjustment. This will be used in Chapter 4 to  obtain the 
generalized B artlett adjustment for the score test statistic under a mis-specified 
model.
Consider a statistic X  with unknown probability density function g{x) and mo­
ment generating function
M x{t) = Mo{t) + n-^M i(t)  +  O (» -* ) , (3,1)
where Mo{t) is the moment generating function of some known distribution with 
probability density function f{x ) .  We may construct a new statistic, X \  by taking
X ' = ( l  + ^ ^ ^ a r X ' ^ X ,  (3.2)
i.e. we use a multiplicative correction factor which is a polynomial in the statistic 
itself, as described for the particular case of the score test statistic by Cordeiro & 
Ferrari (1991). If we can find values of d, the degree of the polynomial, and the co­
efficients Go,... ,ad such th a t the distribution of X '  has probability density function 
f{ x )  with error of order O (^?i~t^ or smaller then we call the process of obtaining
the modified statistic X '  from the statistic X  generalized B artlett adjustment.
The modified statistic X '  has density function f ( x )  with error of order O 
or smaller if and only if
M x'{t) = Mo(t) +  O ( n - i )  . (3.3)
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Now
=  En +  O (n “^)
=  M o ( t )  + n  M Eg
r = 0
+  M i( t) l  +  0 ( n - i ) ,  (3.4)
and
E.
r = 0
7 =0
d „
J da;
r = 0
d(^+l)
dth+1)
d ^(r+l)
=  ( E « r g ^ M x ( t ) ,
SO
M x'(t) =  Mo(t) + n  ^ l t J ^ 04. E ^ M o ( t )  +  Mi( t )^ +  0 ( n  »)
(3.5)
(3.6)
Comparing equation (3.3) with equation (3.6) we can see th a t X ' has probability 
density function f (x)  to the required accuracy if and only if
A  d^ ’*+ri ^^  -^o(^) "h Afi(^) =  0, (3.7)
i.e. if and only if may be expressed as a linear combination of the derivatives 
of Mo(t).
Not only is this a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a gen­
eralized B artlett adjustment, it also suggests a possible approach to deriving such 
an adjustment where it does exist, i.e. via the order 0(1) and order O (?2~2 j  terms 
of the moment generating function. This approach is simpler, in some cases, than 
the direct method used to obtain the B artlett adjustment to the score statistic in 
Chapter 2. It will be used in Chapter 4 to derive a generalized B artlett adjustment 
to the score statistic under a mis-specified model.
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3.2 Exam ple: A p p lication  to  W eighted  Sum  o f  
tw o B artlett-A d ju stab le  S ta tistics
As an example of the application of condition (3.7), consider the problem of whether 
a B artlett factor exists for the weighted sum of two statistics, each of which has 
an asymptotic chi-squared distribution and is itself Bartlett-adjustable. This is 
a problem of some mathematical interest, but is also relevant to consideration of 
whether a generalized Bartlett adjustment exists for the likelihood ratio test statistic 
under a mis-specified model. This will be discussed in Chapter 4.
Let X  and Y  be statistics, based on independent samples of size n, with asymp­
totic distributions and Xg respectively, and let bx and by be B artlett factors such 
th a t
/  7 \  - 1
1 +  —  I Yn
with error of order O (n  zY Given real constants A and p,, we define the statistic 
Z  as
Z  — X X  +  fiY^ (3.8)
then ask whether it is possible to find a modified statistic, Z \  using generalized
B artlett adjustment, i.e.
Z' = l l  + - Y , a , Z ’- ] z ,  (3.9)I ^ r = 0  J
such that
Z' ~  XUp +  ijXJq (3.10)
with error of order O V where Up is a Xp-variate and Uq is a x^-variate.
We have
=  (1 -  2t) 2 -f o  ,
so
M x  {t) = 1 - 2  I 1 +  —  Hn
_ E2
1 _  2 t  - n
+  O ( n " t )
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2bxt
1 +
(1 — 2t) n
_ a
and similarly
My W =  (1 -  2()-2 
From (3.11) and (3.12) we have
1 +
(1 — 2t) n 
qbyt
+  0 { n - i )  
+  O  ( n “ 2^
(1 — 2t) n +
(3.11)
(3.12)
M z i t ) M\x+nY{t)
( l - 2 A ( ) - 2 ( i _ 2 / / ^ ) - #
=  ( l - 2 A < ) - 2 ( i _ 2 / ^ ^ ) - 2
=  ( l - 2 A f ) - 2 ( i _ 2 ) [ ^ t ) - 2
1 +  
1 +
1 + qbyiit(1 — 2 X t )  n  
pbx>^t
(1 — 2At) n ' (1 — 2(j,t) n+
( l — 2jj,t) u 
qbypLt
+ -n
SO
=  pbxX{l-2\ty"^{l-2p,tyi
P q-f~2Aqbyg,(l — 2At)  ^(1 — 2fjit)  ^
Mo{t) =  { i - 2 x t y ^ { i - 2 p t y ^ .
(3.13)
(3.14)
(3.15)
If we differentiate Mo(t) we find tha t 
M ^ ( i )
j - l  \  f k - 3 - l  \ÜP + 22 n  g + 2Z AV'
i = 0  /  \  ( = 0  /
(1 -  2 A t) - " ^ ( l  -  2 / z t ) - ^ ^ ^ (3.16)
Generalized B artlett adjustment is possible if and only if the equation (3.7) can 
be satisfied. In this case, (3.7) may be written in the form
?'+!
r= 0  j —0
0-1
E « . E i  ' F  ] ( n p + 2 d  n « + 2 n A V ^ ^ - ^ '
, i = 0 . 1=0
p + 2  q p  <74“2=  -p6xA (l -  2At)“ 2 (1 -  2 p t y i  -  qbYp.(l -  2 X t y y i  -  2 p t y  ’ ,(3.17)
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which may be reduced to
E «/e ( ' Y M (ïÏp+^ 4 (n ?+2')7—0 j=o \  d /  y^ =o y \i=^ o j  
( 1  -  2 A « ) " ' ( 1  -
=  —p&xA(l — 2Af)“  ^ — qbylJ,{l — 2/j.i)~^. (3.18)
Equation (3.18) may be satisfied for all t  only under certain conditions. Clearly, we 
must take d =  0, so tha t (3.18) reduces to
do |^A^(1 — 2(it) +  pA(l — 2At) I
=  —pbxX{l  — 2At) — qbyfJ^i  ^ — 2/it) . (3.19)
We can find a value of Gq to satisfy (3.19) for all t if and only if at least one of the
following three conditions holds
fj, = X (3.20)
bx =  by. (3.21)
(3.21) is the trivial case where the B artlett factors for statistics X  and Y  are 
equal. (3.20) shows th a t B artlett adjustment of the (unweighted) sum of statistics 
X  and y ,  and indeed of any multiple of it, is possible. In all of these cases, we are 
using “ordinary” , i.e. linear, B artlett adjustment, as the degree of the polynomial 
in the generalized B artlett factor is zero.
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Chapter 4 
B artlett A djustm ent under a 
M is-specified M odel
Consider the situation, discussed in Chapter 2, where we have independent, iden­
tically distributed observations X i , w i t h  underlying density g{x), which we 
summarize by fitting a parametric model X  — {f{x;0) : 6 e  Q}. To test the null 
hypothesis H q : 0 E Qo against the alternative hypothesis Hi : 0 E Qi, where 
© 0 C 01, we may calculate the likelihood ratio test statistic or the score test statis­
tic, which are, under the null hypothesis, asymptotically distributed as x% where 
d =  dim ©1 — dim ©q.
Now consider the situation where we cannot assume th a t the null hypothesis is 
true, i.e. where we cannot assume tha t the true unknown density g{x) is a member 
of the parametric family T . Distributional results derived without this assumption 
can be said to hold for a mis-specified model Ordinarily, in this situation, we might 
use non-parametric methods to make inference about the data, but we suppose here 
th a t the parameters of the model T  are a convenient means of summarizing the data 
th a t we wish to keep.
It is clearly necessary to make some assumptions about the true, unknown density 
g{x)y even if we do not assume th a t it belongs to the parametric family T . The 
results here follow on from those given by Kent (1982), where the assumption is 
th a t the density in T  “nearest” to the density g satisfies the null hypothesis. More 
rigorously, Kent introduces the Fraser information, motivated by Fraser(1965) and 
defined as
F {e) =  J  log f{x]6)g{x)dx.  (4.1)
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Figure 4.1: Schematic representation of mis-specified model
The value 9{g) is then defined by
F{^(^)}  =  m a x { F ( ^ ) : ^ E 0 } , (4.2)
so th a t 9{g) is the theoretical analogue of the maximum likelihood estimator for 9. 
It is assumed that the true density satisfies
^{9 ) G Bq. (4.3)
In practice, this assumption reduces to requiring tha t the assumed model has 
some features in common with the underlying distribution. This is reasonable, as 
these are likely to be features observed in the data -  for example, one would be 
unlikely to choose a family of bimodal distributions to model a data  set which 
clearly contained observations from a unimodal distribution.
Figure 4.1 gives a schematic representation which may help to clarify the assump­
tions here. The “horizontal” sheet represents the model, while the “vertical” sheet 
represents the set of all possible true distributions under our assumptions. Clearly, 
the intersection of these is the set of distributions under the null hypothesis. To 
further illustrate this we now give two examples.
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E xam ple 1 - N orm al D istrib u tion
If we have a normal model with density
f(x;fj.,a) = (4.4)ay/ZTT
where —o o < x , / j ,< o o  and <j >  0, then the Fraser information, defined by equation 
(4.1), is
F{fi,a) = J ^ ^ i ^ - ^ \ o g { 2 7 r ) - l o g a ^ g { x ) d x ,  (4.5)
If we wish to test the null hypothesis H q : fj, — 0 against the alternative hypothesis 
i7i : /z 7  ^ 0, then we assume th a t the true density, g{x), is such th a t the maximum 
of the Fraser information occurs when /z == 0. Thus we consider
We require tha t
1 ^ (0 , a) =  0 (4.8)
dF—  (0, (j) =  0. (4.9)
Substituting (4.6) and (4.7) into (4.8) and (4.9) respectively gives the conditions on
^(æ) as
/OO T~ g [ x ) d x  =  0 (4.10)-OO (J-OO (J/OO ( ^ 2  — ~2 ^J   — \g { x )d x  = 0. (4.11)-OO  ^ (7 J
Equation (4.11) is a condition in terms of the unknown variance of the normal 
model, which is a nuisance parameter here, so it does not in fact place any restriction 
on the form of g{x). Equation (4.10) requires tha t the density g[x) has mean 0, which 
is an intuitively reasonable condition here.
E xam ple 2 - A  Four P aram eter D irectional D istr ib u tion
Consider the four-parameter circular distribution, discussed in detail in Yfantis & 
Borgman (1982), with density
f{x \  a, 5, a , (3) =  [c(a, 6, a , P)]~^ exp {a cos (a; — ex) -f 6cos 2{x — /3)} , (4.12)
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where 0 <  ex, /5, a; <  27t and a,b > 0 .  Yfantis and Borgman show th a t the constant 
c(a, 6, ex, p) is given by
c(o, 6, ex, p) ~  2ir |/o(a)/o(&) +  2 ^  4(6)/2„(a) cos 2n(/5 -  ex) | , (4.13)
where Jn(a), /n(è) are modified Bessel functions of the first kind and order n, defined 
by
J„(s) =  i  r  e‘^°’ Ocosnede. (4.14)7T Vo
Suppose th a t under this model we wish to test the null hypothesis H q : a = 0 
against the alternative JTi : a /  0, i.e. we are testing whether the model can 
be reduced to the Doubled Von Mises distribution. For this example, the Fraser 
information is
r2irF{a^b,a,P) =  / {—log c{a,b, a, p ) a  cos{x — a) ~\-b cos 2{x — p)} g {x) dx.
(4.15)
To maximize F (a , 6, cx, P) over the parameters consider
dF  d~da ~  ^  Jo c(a, 6, cx, /?) +  a cos(a; -  cx) +  6 cos 2(a; -  /))} ^(a;) dx
f t c(a, 6, a , ^) +  cos (a; — a) > g{x) dx, (4.16)
/•27T r | £ _____
J j ~  \  L +  <^sin(a: — c x ) g{x) dx, (4.18)^  ^  ^(a,6,cx,/))da  Jo \  c(a, b, a, P)
dF_ _  f
dp Jo I c{a,b ,a ,p)
ô3 va, a, cjx, p I/  \ — 4— i----- ^  T  26sin2(a: - /5) >i?(a;)(ia;. (4.19) I  I
(4.20)
We require th a t g{x) satisfies
d F^^ (0,6,cx,/)) =  0, (4.21)
dF— (O,6,ü(,;0) =  0, (4.22)
dF— (0,6,cx,^) =  0, (4.23)
dF~ ^ {0 ,b ,a ,  p) = 0. (4.24)
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Noting th a t
and th a t
c(0,5, a,/V) =  27r/o(6)
dc
da
dc
âù
dc
da
dc
(0,6, a , 
(0,6, a ,/))
0 ,
27t/ i (6),
(0 ,6 ,a,/3) =  0,
(0,6,cx,/?) =  0,
(4.25)
(4.26)
(4.27)
(4.28)
(4.29)
if we substitute (4.16) - (4.19) into (4.21) - (4.24), we find th a t the conditions on 
g{x) are
r2%J  cos(x — a)g{x) dx = 0, (4.30)
C ' [ A 
Jo I /o ( b ) +  COS 2{x — P ) \  g{x) dx = 0,j'2'ïï/  0 g(x) dx =  0,Jo
J  2bsin2{x — P)g{x) dx =  0.
Condition (4.32) is clearly trivial, and conditions (4.31) and (4.33) are in terms 
of nuisance parameters b and /?, which are unspecified and therefore do not result 
in any restriction on g{x). To understand condition (4.30) we write g{x) in terms 
of its Fourier expansion
1
f'27T
(4.31)
(4.32)
(4.33)
g(æ) = 27T 1 T  2 ^  {Cp cospx +  Sp sin pa;)p=i (4.34)
where | Cp |, | Sp |<  1. Equation (4.30) then becomes
'•271 \
2tt
I 'kJ  COS (a; — a)' 1 +  2 ^  [Cp cospx +  Sp sin pa;)p—i
1 r y27i C p C o s [ (p + l)a ; -a ]  da;
r2ir+  / Cp COS [(p — l)a; +  a] dx
p2'k+  / Sp sin [(p +  l)a; — a] dx
r2n+  y Sp sin [(p — l)a; +  a] dx
\  r /•2-rc i '2'kCl COS a d x  + Si sin a  dx :7T I Vo Vo
0 ,
=  0
=  0 . (4.35)
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Again, this is an intuitively reasonable condition on g{x).
4.1 T h e L ikelihood R atio  Test S ta tistic
4 .1 .1  A sy m p to tic  E xp an sion
Firstly, we seek an asymptotic expansion for the likelihood ratio statistic, w, in the 
mis-specified case, making the assumption given in (4.1) - (4.3). As in the null 
case, we use Taylor expansion to express w in terms of the joint cumulants of log- 
likelihood derivatives. As we do not assume th a t a true value of 6 exists, we take 
Taylor expansions about 0{g). Partitioning 9 into a p-dimensional interest param eter 
'ip and a (^-dimensional nuisance parameter A, with p-\- q = m, as before, we can see 
th a t if we write the null hypothesis as
H q : 4) — ’ipo, (4.36)
where ■0o is some specified value, then
=  (pPo , • (4.37)
For brevity we may write ('0^, A^l =  •
Analogously to the null case, let the derivatives of the log likelihood function 
under Hi, evaluated at 9q^ be written as
=  g^(^o; 3;), (4.38)
=  QQrQ0s (4.39)
dH
and so on, and let the joint cumulants be
Kr =  Eg [[/,.] =  0, (4.41)
!^ r,s = Fg[UrUs], (4.42)
Krs = Fg[Urs], (4.43)
y^ rSftu — Kj-sKfu, (4 .4 4 )
and so on, where Eg denotes expectation under the true density g{x), i.e.
dlEg / OL— (^o;a;)p(a;)dæ. (4.45)
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It is im portant to note that, for a mis-specified model,
l r^s ^  (4.46)
To see this, consider the derivation of the result tha t Krs — — in the null case.
We start with the density function, /(a;; 6>o), a t the true value Oq of 0. By honesty,
j  f { x \ e o ) d x ~ l ,  (4.47)
and differentiating both sides with respect to gives
J - { / / ( a : ;0 o ) d 7 ;}  =  0
J  f[x; 9o) dx =  0. (4.48)
By differentiating again with respect to we have
+ ( '" I
Specifically, if we consider the (r, g)-entries in the matrices in equation (4.49), we 
have
f r^s — —f r^,s' (4.50)
Further differentiation leads to similar identities for higher-order cumulants.
Under a mis-specified model, if 6q =  0{g), then from equations (4.1) and (4.2) 
we have
/
There is, however, no way of differentiating (4.51) to obtain identities similar to
those under the null model, so we do not have Krs = — Kr,a, nor in fact do any of the
null identities hold. This creates the fundamental difference between the asymptotic 
distributions of the statistics we consider under the null and mis-specified models.
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Analogously to the null case, we define the matrices H  and K  by
H fj} \
H \ x
^  j ) m x m
ATa .a
(4.62)
(4.53)
and note th a t we do not have —H  = K  — I ,  where I  is the Fisher information matrix, 
as we did under the null model. Taylor expansion of the likelihood equations
dl ■(9\ a;) =  0
about 9  —  9 q  gives
0  —  U r  U r s { 9  —  9 q )  +  ' ^ U r s t 0  ~  ^ o )  ( ^  ~  ^ o )  +  
We can make the dependence on n  explicit by writing
U r n^Zr,
and so on, and 
so th a t we get
U r s  — TlK>rs T  Z r s ,
Urst — T Zrst‘>
Ô  =  [ 9  —  9 q ) ,
(4.54)
(4.55)
(4.56)
(4.57)
(4.58)
(4.59)
0 — n2 [Zr +  K,rs^ )^
+  (Zrs^^ +
(4.60)
Setting the Op Op (1) and Op (n  terms in turn  equal to zero and solving
for Ô gives
S’- =  n -5  +  . . . ,  (4.61)
where is the m atrix inverse of so tha t
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If we write (4.61) as
^  +  Op(yt-^), (4.62)
where Z'^ — iF^Zs, then Taylor expansion of \{p\ x) gives
l{$;x) = l{do\x) — ^iF^ZrZs
+ n - i  (^ Z rsZ ''Z ‘ -  ^ K rstZ 'Z ’Z ‘)
+ n - '  ( i K „ c ’'c “ -  ZrsZ’’c‘ +  ^ K ,s t2 ’'Z^C*
- ^ Z r , t Z ^ Z ‘Z ‘ +  ^ K r , t , Z ’-Z‘Z ‘Z '‘'j 
+O p(n“ t) .  (4.63)
On substituting for U we obtain 
l{§-x)-l{0o-,x) = ~ ^K "Z rZ s
+n~^ [ ^ Z r .Z ’-Z^ -  ^K.^.tZ'-Z^Z'^'j
Z,-iZ' -  ^K.HjZ^Z’ '^  k"  ( z , i,Z ’‘ -  ^ k m Z'‘Z ‘'^+ n “ ^ 1 2
- ^ Z r . t Z ’-Z^Z'^ +  J^Kr,tuZ’-Z‘Z*Z'‘
+Op { n ~ i ) .  (4.64)
By Taylor expansion of the likelihood equations under H q we can obtain the anal­
ogous expression for l{9\x), and hence we have an expression for w. Working with 
this full expression, however, is cumbersome, so we obtain an expansion now assum­
ing dim A =  0 and show in section 4.1.3 how to obtain the distributional results for 
the general case from the simplified one.
4 .1 .2  D istr ib u t io n  o f  w w h en  dim A =  0
In order to obtain the moment generating function of w, we will write re as a 
quadratic in a vector W , for which we can fairly easily find the cumulant generating 
function. In this section, we derive the cumulant generating function of W  under 
the simplifying assumption th a t dim A =  0, tha t is, there is no nuisance param eter 
present. In the next section it will be shown tha t the cumulant generating function 
for W  can easily be generalized to the case where there is a nuisance parameter.
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When dim A =  0, th a t is, there is no nuisance parameter, the likelihood ratio 
test statistic is w =  2[l(6",x) — so w /2 is given by (4.64), i.e.
3+ n - i  ( Z r ,Z ''Z ‘ -  U .s tZ 'Z ^ Z ^
-  [ z , iZ '  -  ( z .k Z '‘ -  ^ h m Z ’^ Z')
- ^ - z „ tZ - 'Z ’Z'- +  ^ K , ^ ^ z r z ‘z'-z'^
+Op (n - i )  . (4,65)
To ease computation we use, as in the case of the null distribution, a parameteriza­
tion based on the expected likelihood yoke (see sections 2.1.2 and 2.2.5). Take any 
fixed value of 0 -  here we will take 9q -  then define %  and by (2.16) and (2.17). 
We define a parameter transformation in a neighbourhood of 9q by (2.18). As in the
null case, we will denote the joint cumulants of the log-likelihood derivatives in the
^-parameterization by i/ ,^ Urs, ^r,s and so on, and note also tha t
K , s t  =  K ,s tu  =  . ..  =  0. (4.66)
Working in this parameterization, we can rewrite (4.65) as
w (4.67)
where
W r  —  Z r
+ » -*  I ^yrijZ 'Z^  -  \Z r iZ '
+ n - '  p - Z H j Z 'P  -  Y^VrijkZ'PZ'^ +  ^ Z n Z '^Z j  
■ZriZjZkV*^'’ +
o ^
5
~12
H-0(?z“i). (4.68)
Noting th a t
E (^ ,)  =  E(Z,g) =  E(Z,g() =  0,
we can find expressions for the joint moments of the Zs, i.e.
E{ZrZs) = K,s,
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^ { Z r Z s t ) — ^r,s ti
E [ Z r Z s Z t ) — n  ^V'r,s,t')
E (Z r % g Z (^ ) _ i— n  ^b'r,s,tw)
E (.Z r .^ g .^ t .^ u ) —  7% b^r,s,t,u +  7Zj.,gZ2i,^{[3],
E [ Z r Z s Z t u Z y y j ) 7% k^r,s,tu,vw +  ^ r ,s^ tu ,vw j
etc. Thus we can also show that
E{Wr) ~  n 2 +  0(7% (4.69)
Cov(VF,.,Wg) =  Ur^ s
3 2
+  -Z/*^z/^Z/gjZ/r(,a6 +  Z/ri,aaZ/o,6
+  ^rij ^sa0 ^a,c^6,d^
+0(7%-#), (4.70)
C um (T +r, Wg, Wt) -  7%-# + Z/wjZ/*'*l/^ Z/r,of/g,6] +  0{n~^)  (4.71)
Cum(Wr, Ws, Wt, Wu) =  n~^ \j r^,s,t,u + ^^uijU''v^^{Va,rl'b,s,t)
6ZZ J^ a,r s^,t,ui ^uijk^ ^ r^,a^ s,bJ^ t,c 
8+  ~^^uij^klm^^ F  V U Ur,a^s,b t^,c
+3/Z t^i,ujk r^,a^ s,b^
+0(7%-#) (4.72)
and higher order joint cumulants are of order 0(7%-#) or smaller. Thus, up to terms 
of order 0{n~^), we can write the cumulants of FF =  (T+i,. . . ,  W p Y  as
E(Wr) =  7%-#6r,
Cov(W,., Ws) =  Or,a +  n~^Dr,s 
Cum ( Wr, T+g, Wf ) =  7%-# Fr,g
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where Sr, Cr,s, Dr,s, Fj. s^,t and Gr,s,t,u are defined by (4.69) - (4.72) above. Note th a t 
we may obtain the expressions for the null cumulants from (4.69) - (4.72) by making 
the substitution g[x) = f(x;Oo), and noting th a t in this case, Urs ~  — In the 
null case
^r,s,t — Or^s,t,u — 0) (4.73)
and hence
W  rx, M FA(7% -#6,0 +  7%-^D), (4.74)
neglecting terms of order 0 ( n “ #) or smaller, where the components of the mean 
vector n~^ô  and the covariance m atrix C  +  n~^D are given above. This is the 
distributional result which McCullagh (1987) uses in the null case to show tha t 
B artlett adjustment works (see section 2.1.2).
We can return to our original parameterization by expressing the us in terms of 
the KS. We find that, for the mis-specified model,
Ur,s ~  f^ r,s (4.75)
Urs — (4.76)
b'r,s,t ~  l r^,s,t (4.77)
k^ rst — ^rst g /tat [3] (4.78)
^r,s,t,u — l r^,s,t,u (4.79)
l^g,tu^r,s,a (4.80)
k'rs,tu ^rs,tu ^  ^/3,i's^a,tu (4.81)
k^ rstu — l r^stu ^ [3] f^ f3,rs [3]  ^ [6], (4.82)
and substituting into (4.69) - (4.72) gives
4  =  ^ [{X'rij -  K'p,riK-aj[ ]^) U"""K,a,b] (4.83)
Cr s^ — l^ r,s
Dr^s ~  g b^ g,riJ^aj\pŸj ^  l^ s,a,b (^ bîs,a,ri f^ /3,riJ^ s,a,oJj
~ ^f^rijk [fi] 7^ [3]  ^ [3]^
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(j^ 'rifOb ^  ^^0,ri^a,ab^
1 
4
3 .V
4 '
+  ^ ^a,6 /^^ ri,80: J^ 'y,ril^ l3,soJj
+  («Hj -  K“’^ /î^,r-i«aj[3]) («Wm “  /^ '^ ’‘^ /^ 5,fcZ/^ 7m[3]) K?^  hF''
/2  4 \
1 gT^s.ftT^b.c +  gl^s,bl^a,c J
+  Yg (^^rij 7^5,7’*/ C . y g  [3 ]^  (^ l^ sa(3 ^  ’ 7c0,sa^e/3[3]^
tF'"'K,a,cl^h4- (4.84)
Fr^s,t ~  ^VyS,t +  (j^tij 7^ [3 ]  ^ /^  tP !^ r,a^ s,b^  (4.85)
Or^s,t,u ~  ^r,s,t,u +  4 (^ K^ ij K, K,j3,uil^aj[^  ^^  l a^,rl b^,s,t
6 / {  l^a,r ^^s,t,ui  ' 7C  J^/d,ui^a,s,t^
^  T(jg,7^ 7Kajk[3] ^  f^ P,ui l ^ 6 , a j [3]
K, /^ (^ jA;/^ a:7[3] 7^0:6 [4] j"
K, iP K, f r^,aJ^ s,b^ t,c 
+  Y ^ ’^ 7^ /3,m7^ aj [3 ]  ^ (^ J^ klm ^5,^ 7^^ 7777, [3]^
+  Y (^^uij 7Î ’^ 7î/3,ni7^ o;j [3 ]^  (^ f^ tkl ' 7^ '^
+3/Î K/^  {j^ti,uj 7Z K>i3,ti a^,uj  ^ l r^,ay^ s,b‘ (4.86)
We can write equation (4.67) in matrix notation as
w =
where matrix H  is given by equation (4.52). The cumulant generating function of 
FF, K^^{t), is given by
K w [t)  — n ~ ^ ô r f  +  ^(C,-,s +  n ~ ^ D r ^ s ) F f
+  Yj^ ^r,s,ti^'U'P '3~ ^Gr,s,t,ut^UPU + 0 { n  2 )
=  \ C r , , f f  + n - i  [ S r f  +
+ » - '  Q v r . . f t ‘ +  ^ G r ,s , t ,J ’r t ‘t'‘j  + O (n - I ) .  (4.87)
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4 .1 .3  D istr ib u t io n  o f  w w h en  dim A 0
Now consider the general case, where there is a nuisance parameter present. We
will show here th a t the cumulant generating function for W  in this case may be 
derived quite simply from th a t given in equation (4.87), where there is no nuisance 
parameter.
We can see tha t the likelihood ratio statistic (2.1) can be written as
w =  (4.88)
where
V  = W ^ ~  (4.89)
W  is partitioned in the obvious way as
W  = [ W l , W l f  (4.90)
and
M  =
=  -  H ^xH x\ H x-4;, (4.91)
with H  as defined by (4.52). As in the null case, we definine the m atrix B  as
0 0 
0 (4.92)'AA
and denote the (r, s)-entry of B  by Prom (4.89) it follows th a t, up to  terms of 
order 0{n~^), the cumulants of V  (using index notation for partitioned parameters) 
are given by
E(V/.i) -  V  ~  (4.93)
Cov(V^j,V^2) T  7%
+  (Cai,A2+7% l^^Ai,As) 6 ^ ^ /^ AsV»!/^ A4Vz (4.94) 
Cum(F/i^, 1/^2, F^g) ,i/’2)V’3
■“ 3if^^,^2,Ai6  ^ T^^Ag^a 
+3V^1 ,Ai ,Aa 6^  ^ /^AsV'a
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Cum(V^j , V^ 25 1^3) ^ 4) — ^V'1.^ 2,V’3,V’4
■01,V'2,V’3,Ai77 7^ ^21/14
+ 6 G ^ 1  ,^ 2  , A i , A2 / ( A s  V a  7 (A 4  V 4
-4G^l,Al,A2,A36^"'^''6'^"'^=6'^^^«KA4^2/(A6V3KAcV4
/(AsVi 7(A6V/2 7^A7i/>3 ^ A8'1/’4 ' (4.96)
Thus we can obtain the most general form of the cumulants, and hence of the 
cumulant generating function, of V  from those of W  by using (4.93) - (4.96). For 
simplicity we continue this chapter assuming tha t dim A =  0 but note th a t the 
corresponding equations for dim A ^  0 may be obtained by replacing ôr, Cr,s, Dr,s, 
Fr,s,t and Gr,s,t,ui which define the cumulants of W , by the equivalent expressions 
from (4.93) - (4.96). The results regarding Bartlett adjustment of the likelihood 
ratio statistic under a mis-specified model therefore hold for a model with nuisance 
param eter of arbitrary dimension.
4 .1 .4  B a r t le tt  A d ju stm en t w h en  d im -0 =  1
Kent (1982) shows by means of considering the first order terms of a Taylor expansion 
tha t, in the case of a mis-specified model, the likelihood ratio statistic is asymptoti­
cally distributed as a weighted sum of independent chi-squared variâtes. Specifically, 
iî U i,. . .  ,Up are independent Xi variâtes, then, asymptotically as n —> oo
(4.97)
i=l
where the /z* are the eigenvalues of the matrix
(4.98)
Note th a t when the model is not mis-specified we have —H  = K  = I ,  the Fisher 
information matrix, and in this case the m atrix (4.98) reduces to  the identity.
Motivated by this we can now seek to perform B artlett adjustment, but here 
require th a t the distribution of the corrected likelihood ratio test statistic be a
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weighted sum of chi-squared variâtes instead of a chi-squared distribution. Thus we 
aim to find b such tha t -1 p 
i - l
with error 0{n~ ^)  or smaller.
Considering the moment generating function of the corrected test statistic w' 
w, it can be seen tha t we require
^{l+6/n)-7w(5) — II (1 “ ’^ 3-0 {n 2).
i= l
(4.99)
We need to compare the expression (4.99) with the actual moment generating func­
tion obtained from the Taylor expansion of w to find out whether B artlett adjust­
ment is possible, and if so to obtain an expression for b.
Obtaining the moment generating function of w from the cumulant generating 
function of W , given by (4.87), is algebraically complicated. To ease calculation, we 
consider just the case of a one-dimensional interest parameter, i.e. the case where 
W  is in fact a scalar. We may then write (4.87) as
K w {t) =  i c f  +  n ~ i (s t  + +  O ( n - i )  , (4.100)
SO the moment generating function of the scalar W  is given by 
M w{t) = exp +  n “ 5 (^6t +  ^
=  exp t
+7T.' ~{D  +  S^)F +  (— G +  -ôF )U  +  — F ^F
T'=0
r^ 2r+ 3  ^
- 1 1 n
r ! \ 2Er = 0
+  E - P
r + 1 {D +
( E g  +
+ G  (7%-#) . (4.101)
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Prom this we may obtain the moment generating function of w — —W H ~ ^W ,
Mw{s) =  E[exp {ws}}
OO -j
r= 0
OO
+ 0  ( n r # ) , (4.102)
and we compare this with the form when p =  1 of the moment generating function 
given by (4.99),
M ( l + 6 / n ) ‘
M ^{s) = (i+^)
=  (1 — 2jiis) ^ 1  — 
=  ( l - 2 / i s ) “ # 1 +
2fisb
(1 — 2/is) n_ 
libs
n{l — 2iis)_
+  O (m-#) 
4 - 0  ( n r # ) .
Noting th a t
( 1 - 2 , . . ) - #  = ; g r !  r\
( l - 2 H - ^  = ( r  +  1) !  V2
for small s, we may write (4.103) in the form 
M .( .)  =
r = 0  ' • ' *
(4.103)
(4.104)
(4.105)
4 -0 ( n “ 2). (4.106)
By comparing (4.106) with (4.102) and noting tha t ii =  —H~^C  here, we see th a t 
w' = {l-\- b/n)'~^'w has a weighted %^-distribution with error of order 0 (n ~ t)  if and
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only if
and
6 =  (D +
F  = G = 0.
(4.107)
^L108)
This is an extremely restrictive condition, which in practice is likely only to be true 
when the model is correctly specified, so we consider now an alternative approach 
to obtaining a modified statistic.
4 .1 .5  G en era lized  B a r tle tt  A d ju stm en t w h en  dim t/? =  1
The form of (4.102) suggests tha t it may be possible to find a generalized B artlett 
adjustment for w. Using (4.104), (4.105) and the analogous expansions
3 r\ (r + 2)! V2
( 1 - 2 M . P  = 1 (2r + 6 )!/lN ’-+=*  ^ ^15 ?•! ()- +  3)! V2/ ^  ^
(4.109)
(4.110)
(4.102) may be written as 
1 (2r)! ( I«.(.) .  £ i s ^ G )  ( - . - ‘or.-
OO+ Er= 0
OO+E
(r=D + 1)
1 (2r + 4 ) ! n \ '  n
^ ( r  +  2)! r\ \2 .  
1
r=0© +  3)'
=  (1 -f 2 i î- lC s ) -#
+ { l s F  + ^ G ] C -^ ■2H-^Cs(l + 2H -^C s) 
2H -^C s
(H -2 if-iC s)
+ 0 (n " 2 ).
Hence —H~^Cw  has moment generating function
M-h-^Cw{s) — (1 ~  2s) 2 | i  -j_ [Aid +  A 2(i^  +  Agd^j |
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(4.111)
+ 0 ( n  2), (4.112)
where
/ I l  =  12 [ d  +  s ^ ) c - ^
A 2 =  1 2 ( 5 F + - G j C - =
.4s =  5F ^C ~ \
From proposition 2.1 it follows tha t if we define a statistic u by
u = —H~^Cw
and put
where
>-3
(4.113)
(4.114)
(4.115)
(4.116)
(4.117)
(4.118)
(4.119)
(4.120)7  =  i  I  +  1 g )  C - 2  -  ( d  +  S^) C~^ -
then u' has a xf-distribution with error of order 0 (72“ ^). Thus generalized B artlett 
adjustment of a multiple of the likelihood ratio statistic under a mis-specified model 
is possible when the interest parameter, î/j, is a scalar.
4.2 T he Score Test S tatistic
Working in the «^^-parameterization, we can obtain an expansion for the score test 
statistic, S r , under the mis-specified model by Taylor expansion in the same way as 
for the null case. If, as before, we define the partitioned matrices
and from these the matrices
K  = 
H  =
A = 
B  =
Ptt
0 0
0
0 0
0
(4.121)
(4.122)
(4.123)
(4.124)
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then, writing
we find
Sfl =  5o +  n ~ h i  +  n-'-S i +  O  ( ,r * )  , (4.125)
So =  (4.126)
(4.127)
+  _y'>l.'Al +  !/** ,(i,(2) 5(1(3 , , 6 6  ^ *2 ,''2
Z(s^(i^lnZh2
+  2^'-.'‘36Î.fe5«3£42^^Z,.,J,2j,Ç3Zj,
-  U " '■'* . e,{, 6f 1(^  6(3f « 6f3£c 2e, %
_^/.. ■'•“5«‘(Vj,f3j,6(3£5 6(4(3 %
%3(3(4('('('&('^''%Z,..Z(.%. (4.128)
It is easy to see th a t this expansion is exactly analogous to the null expansion of
% , but the joint cumulants of the log likelihood here are those taken with respect
to the true underlying density g{x) rather than the null log-likelihood cumulants. 
As noted previously, the log-likelihood cumulants do not satisfy the condition
l'r,s — — ^ rs, (4.129)
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so the simplifications used to calculate the moment generating function of the null 
score statistic cannot be used here and we must find some alternative.
4 .2 .1  C on d ition s for G enera lized  B a r tle tt  A d ju stm en t
The remainder of this section is concerned with the derivation of a generalized 
B artlett adjustment of the score statistic under a mis-specified model, using a dif­
ferent approach to th a t used for the derivation under the null model. Consider 
the condition (3.7) given in section 3.1 for the existence of a generalized B artlett 
adjustment. Rewriting (4.125) as
S r  =  So{Z) + n - iS i ( Z )  +  n -^S i^Z ) + O (n “ #) , (4.130)
and expressing the true density function of =  {Z j, % ^^)^ as h{z), we have
=: Je^^*g{x)dx
=  /  d z  +  O  ( n - i )
— j  dz n~^ J  Si{z)te^'^^^^^h{z) dz+n~^  J  ^ '^2 (2;) -f ~[5'i(2:)]^ t| dz-\- O . (4.131)
Noting th a t S i(Z )  is an odd function of Z  and S q(Z) is an even function of Z , so 
tha t
{ n - i)
=  0, (4.132)
we see th a t
M i(t) 1
i t
+
f  dz
J  J 0 ( n ~ ^ )
jS i[ z ) e ^ '’''^H{z) dz {n-i)
S2[z) + - [ S I z ) f t \ e ^ ° ^ ’H { z ) d z 0(1) (4.133)
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Now
|y dz^  = J  — j dz
= J  [So{z)Ye^°^^'^^h{z) dz (4.134)
so
OO 2
/  e®"(")‘/i(z) d2( =  E  t r E  {[5o(Z)]H tK (4.135)fc=0
Finding expansions for the remaining terms of the expression (4.133) in the same 
way we have
r OO 1
j  Si{z)e^"^^^<-h{z)dz =  £  -E {5i(2)[5o(Z )]‘'}© (4.136)
/ OO 1S2(^)e«“W‘h(z) =  E - E { S 2 ( Z ) [ S o ( Z ) ] H t ‘^ (4.137)fc=0
n-i 1 OO -I
t f  ■:^[SIz)fe^<’^ ^ H { z ) d z  = -  g  ^^ ^ E { [5 i(Z )f[S o (Z )]^ -4 1^(4.138)
SO
^  =  [E{5i(Z)}]^|._^_^^+[E{52(Z)}]o„,
+ ifc , ^rr, /(7M2roE  S 2 (Z )[^ o (Z )]"  +  - [ ^ i ( Z ) ] '[ ^ o ( ^ ) ] ' (4.139)
0 ( 1) ,
Now
Mo(i) — j  e^°^^^^h(z)dz
0 (1)
OO -t
=  E n « lE { [ 5 o ( Z ) ] 4 ]  (4.140)
fc=0
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OO -j
fc=r
OO 1
E  { [ 5 „ ( Z ) r  }] (4.141)
fc=0  ^ ^
By substituting (4.141) and (4.139) into (3.7), the condition for generalized B artlett I
adjustment for the score test statistic may be written as
E « r E  ^« lE { [% (Z )]* + '+ :} ] =  - M ,  (4.142) |
r = 0  k~ 0  K ) u ^
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so
=  -[E  { S i - [ E { 5 2 ( Z ) }]<,(„
OO 1 I r  1 1
- £  I [ ï T î ’ ' + |E { % m i % ( z ) i '} | . ( . - , )
+ ifc I /(7M2rcï >. (4.143)
0(1) J
Thus if there are constants a i , . . . ,  which satisfy (4.143) then generalized B artlett 
adjustment may be used to derive a modified score statistic of the form (3.2) under 
a mis-specified model.
4 .2 .2  G en era lized  B a r tle tt  A d ju stm en t w h en  dim r =  1
For simplicity, consider the score statistic where the interest parameter, r ,  is a scalar. 
In this case, the expressions (4.126) - (4.128) may be rewritten as
So == (4.144)
(4.145)
&('(' 6&(=6ftf» ZuZb  %
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(4.146)
From the definitions of the joint cumulants of log-likelihood derivatives we have
'r,s iE  [ Z r Z s ]  =  Vr 
E[ZrZ,Zt] =
E  [Z^ZgZf^Zy^^ n Hr,s,t^ u T  (f^ v ,s^ t ,u [3 ]) ,
(4.147)
(4.148)
(4.149)
and so on. It follows tha t
r
[E  { Z i ^  . . . } ] o ( l )  ~  II ^hj,hj-l
7=1
r
[E \Y^ %\ • • • ^2r+l }] ~  n^,*2,*3 II
(2r)!
2^r!
t2j+l (2r-Hl)!3 .2 \ ( r -  1)!
(4.150)
(4.151)
r = 1 
r  =  2
[E  { Z i ^  . . . '^Z2r}]c>(n~l) ~  ^
r
, t 2 ,4 n ^^2;,t2j+l [4!2’'-2(1-2)!] ^^2^
”k^ il,i2,t3^ i4,î5,Z6
7=4
Using (4.150) - ( 4.152) we find that, for r  >  2, 
E { [^ o (% )r '}
+ n - ‘ j  ( / ■ ') '
4-0 (n ~ t) (4.153)
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[E {5i(Z)[5„(Z)]’-} ]^ /_ i^
f ,.(2 r  +  2)! 1 (2r +  2)! 1
^ ^ 2 ,h,h\^Kh) 2^+if! 3 2^ ’(r —l)! j
/  r y—1 (2r +1)!i ^(3,^4 2  2'^(f_1 )!
/ \ r - 2  ( 2 7 ' +  1 ) !A l^^3,h^^4,h^h,h,h\yh,h) 3 .2 ^ - i( r -2 ) !
/  \ r - l  ( 2 r  +  1 ) !+  ^UAJi^UM^h,h) 2^+1 (r -  1)!
+%,(4,k(%,k)'  ^ 2r-r!  ^ I  ’ (4.154)
[E{52(Z)[5„(Z)]’'}]o(i ,
,r+i (2r +  2)!
2r+i(r +  i)i
+ 2
, / \r (2r +  2)! I+^f5,a^(6,/i(^/i,/J ÿ —i— I
I'"'*’''’' [vM 2 ,b b  +  2 % , (.,<626 +  v^uH .bA) {p'''’' ) '
r+ 1  ( 2 7 ' +  2 ) !
2’’+ i(r +  l)!
\r (2^ +  2)! 'I2»yj I 
v7'+i (2r +  2)!
2r+l(^ +  l)!
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J:.fââ.
( \7' (2r +  2)! I
+2&('(= 5(=(4 (ly".") , (3 (3  »/(4,.(% .,)"
,r(2r +  l)!
2^r!
r-i (2r +  1)!
2 '- i ( r  -  1)!
+  I/,.53536Î-f’6ft«V(3j3(36«'î'&&&(!.'>■'•)’■■"'
[3]) 2:-r!
r - 1  ( 2 r  +  1 ) !
2^-i(r -  1)!
,.-(2r)!%,(4 (%,*)' 2’r! 
^^2 ^(4 ,hiyhyh )
1+
, - i  (2r)!
2<-i(r -  1)1 
r(2r)\(% ,(4% 6[3]) (%,k)' 2,71 
+  ( % ,( 4 % ,A % ,A [ 6 ] )  {Ph , h) '
r-1 (2r)!
2’- i ( r - l ) !  
, , , . - 2  (2r)!+>^b,h’^ (4,h'^b,hPbA+h,k) 2<-2(r -  2)!
(2r +  l)!(^ (5>Ç6^ (2,/ï[3]) {Ph,tl) 2<'r\
[E {[5 i(Z )]^ [S o (Z )r4 ]^^^ j
.r+ 1  (2r +  2)!
r — 1
^(2,(4 2r+i(r +  l)!
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/ \r (2r +  2)! 1
+46£ift6£3£4(^l.,/.y
ir(2r)!
r- 1  (2r)!
2 :- i( r  -  1)!
2’Y!
+  (%,(4%,k%,/,[6]) ©k,k)'r-1 (2r)l2’- i ( r  -  1)!
, >r-2 (2r)!+ 1 ^ ( 3 , 1 . 1 % , a) 2’~-^(r -  2)!
,, (2r +  l)!
2:"r!
+^^2,h^^5^^^6A^h,hY ^ 2 r - l(^ _  1 ) | |  • (4.156)
On substituting the 0 (1 ) term  of (4.153) into the left-hand side of equation 
(4.143), we find tha t
OO -1 d
_  “  1 ,±  {2A +  21- +  2)! r
S ^ 'r= o “’'2*+’-+Hfc + >- + l)!
”  1 (2A; +  2)!
^  k\ 2'=+'(fc +  1)1
and the coefficient of in the right-hand side of (4.143) for A; >  2 is 
;^E{[So(Z)r}]^^^_^g[E{Si(Z)[5o(Z)f}]^^^_j^
+ fc .  ^rrr r r7\^ 2rn I  r7\ - \ k - lE { S2(Z)[^o(^)]' +  2 [^ i(^)]1^o(^)]
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0(1)
(2fc +  2)!
2fc+l(/; 1)1
(Ik)
+ {<!''') {Uh,h,hf -  g&)
[^6 A A (^ +  1)
+Z/Aa,A,Al^6,A(^ '^ '^) (-2&)
4 .  6(:(=5(:(<'%(3(3 ( 5 )^
+  PizA'^UM'^KKhiZ’’^  ^ ( 3 ^^ “  3 ^
+  (^3,/.,ft''f4,/.(2 '^‘’'*)  ^ ( ^ ^ )  
+ ^ ' £ 3 , £ 4 A * ^ * ’*  ( 1 ) ]
^^ 5 ,^ G^ h,h
+  ^^5,h^^6,h (^ +  1)
^Çs>U^ h,h (^ 2)
+^a,A^^4,A (^ +  1)]
[ ^ 6 , ( 4  Z^A,A ( 1 )
+^6,A%,A (2A: +  2)]
(^ Ç4,6 ^ 6^,a[3 ]) z/ '^  ^ ( “ 3 )  
+ ^ ( 4 , A Z ^ ( 5 ,A Z ^ ( 6 , A  ( “ 3 ^
[ ( ^ ( 7 , ( 8 f / ( 3 , A [ 3 ] )  Z / ^ '^  ( 1 )
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( 2 ;^  4_  1
 ) [ u T ~ i ) \
©£s,(4 '^£r,l8[3])< '^*’'“ ( g ^ T f l )  
+  (%,(4%,A%,&[6]) (l''*’'*) 4A +  2
f  hh\^ (  — 1)+ % . & % , ’ j  I 2^ 4.-{ -
[©Î5.(6*-'£2,a[3]) (1)
;/''''' (2*)]
^b,ui^k,h)
+  ^b,k^(i,k.^h,h +  A:)
+  bi^^^b^^i^Phiuhb
(t o )
( ^ ^ )
6£l(8 5fe£46Î5(T6&fSy (^ (^ l^,,( (^,^
(^(8,(4%,(8[3]) ( 1^ + 2)
+  (:^(8,(4%,'.%V.[6]) (i''*’'*)^
{ hh\^ ( 2A  ^— 2k^+^(3A’'U.h^b.k’-'(s,kV' ’ j I 2fc +  l
[(^(5 ,(6 ^ (2:1. [3]) (A*) 
4-'Zb,h>^b,h’'b ,h '^ ''' (2A:^ )] • (4.158)
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Gathering together powers of k we find tha t
U E { l+ (Z )r '‘ H0(n“l)L/c +  1 
+ E i S2{Z)[So{Z)f +  |[ 5 i ( Z ) ] ^ [5 o (z 7 - '
0 ( 1)
where
On =
Oi =
'  2*>+i {k + \ ) !  +  +  D2k' \^ , (4.159)
+  ii/'*.'^V(l,,^ ,^,^ 3 6 (1 (2  J2(3(3(,^ 6(3(5 6(4(6
(^^l.-,2 ,(l( 2  "h ^^<,l)(l, 2^ (2  4" .^^ 1 ,^ 2 ,(1 ,(2 ) 6 ^ ^ 1 2 ^ ^ '  Pb>U^k,h 
+I/'*’'^ ‘ (p^i,4,2,iib +  ^’z^uiuHb +  ^*,<^2.(i.(2) "''1/(3 ,,.1/(3 ,,,
+ % ( i ( 2 (^4(3(6 (%.(8%.k[3]) t''*’'* 
4.6(i£2 6&(4j,^ (^ _^ (^ y(^ ,(^ y'>./> 
+  |'"/>(l(2A>^ ‘ '^'î>^ "^ ‘‘'"l.(5e6f>^ “^ "î>*^ ® (%,(4%,(»[3]) i"'*’'*
+[''''*''/(i.^.*6('(''/^"''%(3(4 6 ('^°6 (' °^ (% ,(,% .A[3]), (4.160)
-(li'*’'*) Pk,h,h,h
+ 1/'*'‘A> l/(, ,^ 3  ,.^3 6 «lf“ A,A
+ U îifa 6(2(4 ^ (^^ (^  1/(3 ,(3 1/A,i.,h (i/'*-'*)
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+  i 6Î'& 6f‘'f-‘12^ (3(312(3,,.,ftt/(^,,,(i2'‘’' g
+  l''*''^“r '( l , , , l . . ,2 b ^ ‘ ^ V {3 5 3 j,5 f» A » 6 « -‘«® + = '''‘ i2(3,,,12(3,ft
+  12 ’'Al (i2,.i,^2.(i(2 4 -  2 Z2ÿ^ ,(^ ,ÿ3(g ~k
+  2 Z 2 '* .'A V (3 ,^ 3 ,^ 3 6 « lfV * ’ ’^ V (3 ,,^ 3 ,.^ ,6«3Î4j,^ 4 ./.j,^ ^ ,^ ^ ^ ^ _^
+ 2 5 ^ ‘ Î2 6 (3 (1  (,^(^  ^ 3  PbA^UA (p'‘''‘) ^
-'^ /.(■ (2*>^‘ ^"î>^'^'‘ l^ /.(5e6^'^"^ '6*A «l2(3,fc!2(3,*I2(3,4r'(3,fc(l2'‘ > ' g  
+  2 i2 '‘- 'A ' l2 ( 3 ,^ . ,^ 3 5 ( l f V * l ’+ ; .(3 ( ,6 & & 6 « * (V fo .; .I 2 (3 ,^ 1 2 (3 ,,.1 2 '* ’'*
4 - i i ' ' ' '* V ç i . .ÿ i ,^ 3 6 « i f ‘>!2'A‘‘ ''‘ ;2'‘’A V ( 3 ,^ , ,^ ,6 « = « v A i ’'*i2(3,ftt2(3,^i/^ ,,,
4-'/'''^':/(.+.,*26^'('i'^"''6^'^=6('(''%(3(i (%.(3%./.M ) (4.161)
1 
9
4-li2'*.<Alj2(3,,^ 3,,(36^ '^ "t2'A"’'‘i2A,ft,feI2(3,ftl2'>’'>
+  ?6(‘&6f2fV (^ (^3(/(3,ftJ2( ,^ftI2 ,^ ,^ft(l2'*’' g
+2l2''’^ l 12(3,^ 3,^36(1&12*:’''5Ü('5(1(.%(,(3 12(3,^ 12(3,;.12(3,^+’\  (4.162)
By comparing (4.157) and (4.159) it can be seen th a t the coefficients of —F  on 
the left- and right-hand sides of (4.143) are equal for all A: > 2 if and only if d =  2 
and
(22 — — O 2 (4.163)
(2i =  —O i — 2 O 2 (4.164)
Uq — Oq — —Oi — —O2 . (4.165)
Calculating similar expressions for the coefficients of t and the constant terms on
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the left- and right-hand sides of (4.143) shows tha t these are also equal if and only 
if d =  2 and ao, ui and U2 are as given by (4.165), (4.164) and (4.163) above.
Condition (4.143) holds if we take the expressions (4.165), (4.164) and (4.163) 
for ao, ui and ü2 in equation (3.2) for the modified score test statistic. Thus we have 
a generalized B artlett adjustment for the score test statistic under a mis-specified 
model, where the interest parameter is one-dimensional .
4.3 E xten sion  o f G eneralized B artle tt A d ju st­
m ent to  dim ^  > 1 for Score and L ikelihood  
R atio  S ta tistics
The derivations of the modified likelihood ratio and score test statistics under a 
mis-specified model in this chapter are algebraically complex, and consequently 
have only been carried out in the case where the interest param eter {ip in the 6- 
parameterization or r  in the ^-parameterization) is one-dimensional. For the score 
test, there is no reason why the results should not be extended to the case where 
the interest parameter has dimension larger than 1. Cordeiro & Ferrari (1991) de­
rive a formula for a generalized B artlett adjustment for any statistic S  which has 
distribution function
k
F s { x )  = G r { x )  4- ^  aiGr+2i{oo) -f O 5 (4.166)i—O
where Gr{x) is the distribution function of a xf- distribution and ^  a% =  0. They also 
note the results of Chandra (1985), who proves tha t any statistic which, under the 
null hypothesis, has an asymptotic central chi-squared distribution with r  degrees 
of freedom has a distribution function of the form (4.166).
Given the complexity of the expressions for the generalized B artlett adjustment 
of the score statistic under a mis-specified model, the derivation of the adjustment for 
an arbitrary-dimension interest parameter would ideally be done using an approach 
which removes or minimizes the need for a particular parameterization. This might 
well have the additional benefit of revealing any underlying geometric meaning in 
the expressions.
It is unclear, however, whether equivalent expressions for the generalized B artlett 
adjustment of the mis-specified likelihood ratio statistic with interest param eter of
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arbitrary dimension can be found. As stated earlier (see (4.97) and (4.98)), the 
asymptotic distribution of the likelihood ratio statistic under a mis-specified model 
is a weighted sum of Xi variâtes. When dim ip = 1, we have, asymptotically as
n  - 4  OO,
w (4.167)
where U has a Xi distribution, and we may find a generalized B artlett adjustment 
for No such approach is possible when dim ip > 1.
In Section 3.2 we considered the weighted sum of two independent, asymptoti­
cally chi-squared statistics for which linear B artlett adjustments exist. It was proved 
th a t generalized B artlett adjustment of this weighted sum was possible only under 
rather restrictive conditions. It should be possible to generalize this argument to 
show tha t generalized B artlett adjustment of the likelihood ratio statistic under a 
mis-specified model is possible only under similar conditions. Specifically, since the 
asymptotic distribution of the likelihood ratio statistic under a mis-specified model 
is a weighted sum of independent Xi variâtes, with the weights being the eigenval­
ues of the m atrix given by (4.98), it seems likely from the example in Section 3.2 
th a t the only non-trivial situation in which generalized B artlett adjustment will be 
possible is tha t where all of the weights are equal. Kent (1982) discusses conditions 
for exponential families such tha t all the weights equal 1 and the likelihood ratio 
test statistic is robust.
4.4  A pplications o f  M odified  Score and L ikeli­
h ood  R atio  T est S tatistics
In order to perform generalized B artlett adjustment in practice on the score and 
likelihood ratio statistics under a mis-specified model it is necessary to estimate the 
joint log-likelihood cumulants etc. on which they depend. For the
score test statistic, this does not present a major problem. The modified score test 
statistic is
-5^=  +  (4.168)
\  ^  r = 0  /
where the coefficients ao, a% and a2 , given by (4.165), (4.164) and (4.163) respectively, 
depend on the log-likelihood cumulants. The a^ need only be estimated with error
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of order O (n ” 2^, for if we have estimates àr such tha t
ar — àr + 0 { n ~ ^ ^ ,  ?' =  0 ,1 ,2 , (4.169)
then
■S'k =  ( 1 +  -  E  %  +  0  (» -# ) . (4.170)
\  ^  r = 0  /
which has a distribution with error of order O ( n ' t  j  as desired. Thus deriva­
tion of the modified score statistic may be possible in practical situations, provided 
th a t the rather complex expressions for the coefficients can be estimated for the 
required model. This should be possible with the help of computer algebra.
Unfortunately, the situation with the likelihood ratio statistic is not so simple.
While it is sufficient to estimate the coefficients a^ . to order 0 (1 ) only, the generalized
B artlett adjustment when dim ip — 1 is applied not to the mis-specified likelihood 
ratio statistic w, but to (see (4.167) above). This multiplier, must be
estimated with error of order O if the adjustment is to be applied. Estimation
to this level of accuracy is likely to be difficult, if not impossible, in many practical 
situations.
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